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Why I cycle
Richard Moss

We moved to Cambridge when I was in
my early 40s, and found a lovely house
we could afford, 10 miles out of town.
A couple of years later, the government
did what all governments do and used
my industry as an economic regulator
by switching off funds for construction
projects. I found myself having to
choose between redundancy or a 10%
pay cut. But the mortgage still had to be
paid and the children fed, so I solved my
problem by handing in my company car
and taking the cash alternative.
On my first attempt at cycling in to
work, I got to the traffic lights at the
bottom of Castle Hill and stopped. But
my trainers were firmly stuck in the toe
clips, and I crashed to the ground. I got
better at it, and my route brought me in
along Huntingdon Road, down the hill and through the middle of town, out along St Andrew's Street, across Parker’s
Piece, up the length of Mill Road, and along the Tins Path to Cherry Hinton. I was clocking up 6,000 miles/year, just
commuting, and the more I did it, the more I enjoyed it. That time in the morning and evening was my space, between
the stresses of work and the demands of family life, just enjoying the smells and sounds of everything around in a way
that you never can in a car.
In the years since, I’ve done some bigger rides such as Land's End to John O’Groats (LEJOG), Coast to Coast and the
amazing Dunwich Dynamo. If you’re tempted by anything like this, DO IT! They say of LEJOG that no one regrets
doing it, many regret not doing it.
Now, 30 years later, my life has a gentler pace. But I was speaking to a childhood friend early in the pandemic, a
retired GP. She told me very firmly that I was to keep out of trouble, and keep healthy, it was my duty. So I set myself
a target of cycling an average of 10 miles a day. Eleven months since we first experienced lockdown, that’s 337 days,
and I’ve done 3,427 miles, just ahead of target. When I went for my first jab a month ago, I was told I looked too
young to be there. I told her that was the cycling.
Do you have a tale to tell about why you cycle or how you got started? We love to feature a wide range of different people
who enjoy riding on this page. Get in touch with us at contact@camcycle.org.uk to share your story.

CAMCYCLE, THE CAMBRIDGE CYCLING CAMPAIGN

works for more, better and safer cycling for all ages and abilities in and around
Cambridge. Many of the cycling facilities such as paths, lanes, bridges and cycle
parks would not exist without the campaigning of our volunteers, supported by
over 1,500 Camcycle members. Our vision is for a city that is healthy, sustainable
and vibrant, and a pleasant place for Cambridge’s residents, workers and visitors.

SUPPORT
OUR WORK

camcycle.org.uk/
membership
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Sustainable futures are
the responsibility of us all

I

n the year when the UK is to host the UN
Climate Change Conference, sustainability
is a hot topic. We know that there’s
significant work to do if we are to meet
the diverse needs of our communities, be
sensitive to our environment, and maintain
a high quality of life. Of course, we’ll need to
combine a number of elements to attain this;
but there are reasons to be optimistic about
the contribution active travel can make.
The UK Secretary of State for Transport, Grant
Shapps, has declared that he wants half of all
journeys to be made by walking and cycling - and he’s started to fund it.
The cycling industry is also beginning to play its part, focusing on its own
sustainability as well as adapting bikes to suit more people and purposes.
Thanks to the proliferation of cargo bikes, many communities are already
benefiting from a boom in businesses which transport their goods by bike.
Regionally, we can continue to trial infrastructure which makes active
travel the most convenient, safe and pleasant option. Local planning and land
use can prioritise walking and cycling to help people get where they need
to go without using a car. This includes planning for multi-modal journeys,
which would enable people who live further from amenities to make their
journeys using a mixture of walking, cycling and public transport. For this to
happen, we need to watch for what is planned, and keep pressure on those
delivering schemes to get it right.
Perhaps most importantly, there's evidence that people are relatively united
in their desire to improve things for active transport. Though it can often seem
that our community is divided between cyclists, pedestrians and motorists,
the Bike Life Greater Cambridge report showed us that nearly three-quarters
of our region’s residents want more space for socialising, cycling and walking.
We each need to take the first step towards creating places where people
want to be. Every time we choose to walk or cycle instead of using a car
contributes to a safer, cleaner and more sociable space. At a time when
limitations on us are very real, we need to use our freedom to alter our
behaviours and encourage decision-makers to facilitate a shift towards more
sustainable communities.
Rosie Humphrey, Camcycle editor

It's our 150th issue!
Thank you to everyone who has contributed to the
Camcycle newsletter and magazine since our first
issue in July 1995 (right). This publication is one
of our most important campaigning tools and we
couldn't produce it (or deliver it) without your help.
Read the full archive at camcycle.org.uk/magazine
Front cover image: Marmalade Lane (Jim Stephenson/Mole Architects)
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Contacting Camcycle
Camcycle,
The Bike Depot, 140 Cowley Road,
Cambridge CB4 0DL
(01223) 690718
www.camcycle.org.uk
contact@camcycle.org.uk
Twitter: @camcycle
Facebook: CambridgeCyclingCampaign
Instagram: @camcycleuk

Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set
up in 1995 to voice the concerns of
cyclists. We are not a cycling club, but
a voluntary organisation promoting
cycling for public benefit and
representing the concerns of cyclists
in and around Cambridge.
Registered charity number 1138098

In normal times, these are held at the Friends Meeting
House, Jesus Lane, but during the coronavirus pandemic
we are hosting them live on Facebook at facebook.com/
CambridgeCyclingCampaign and publishing the footage
on our website. Questions for our speakers and local
cycling issues you'd like to raise can be sent in via email,
Cyclescape or any of our social media channels.
Meetings begin at 7pm, and are followed by an online
social meetup on Jitsi Meet (contact us for link details).

For the latest information about meetings,
please visit camcycle.org.uk/events
2 March Lessons from the low-car life
A conversational-style meeting about low-car use. What
lessons can we learn from people who live without a car
when planning and building sustainable communities?
6 April Mayoral hustings
Members question the candidates standing for election as
Mayor of Cambridgeshire and Peterborough.
4 May Micromobility
Voi discuss the roll-out of their e-scooters and e-bikes.
1 June Sustainable travel at the University of Cambridge
With guests from the university's transport team.

CAMCYCLE MAGAZINE DATES
We welcome members’ help with our magazine, including
writing articles, taking photos and laying out content.
If you’d like to get involved, please follow Cyclescape 4264
and 4266 or email contact@camcycle.org.uk.
Copy deadline for the summer issue of the magazine
is Sunday 18 April (theme: Everyday Cycle Chic).
Magazine distribution is planned for 24 May (subject
to pandemic restrictions). Members support this work,
packing envelopes and then getting the magazines
delivered. More volunteers are always welcomed – email
contact@camcycle.org.uk if you can help.

REGULAR CAMBRIDGE CYCLE RIDES
CTC Cambridge holds up to six rural rides a week.
All welcome. Find out more at ctccambridge.org.uk.
#CamRideHome rides start at 6pm on the last Friday
of the month from outside The Mill pub, Cambridge.
A one-hour leisurely tour of the city finishes up with a
drink. Follow the hashtag on Twitter for more details.
Please note that advice for group rides may be amended
during the pandemic so events may be subject to change.
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THE BIG PICTURE
FOR ALL AGES AND ABILITIES

This family bubble from Godmanchester punctures all the myths about
cycling for younger and older members of the family alike. From trailers to
tricycles, there is a ride for everyone, no matter their age or confidence level.
The photo was taken in Brampton by Cllr John Morris, founder of the Hunts
Walking & Cycling group. He's determined to open up cycling for more people
in Huntingdonshire, beginning with the barrier to school cycling which is the
medieval Godmanchester-Huntingdon town bridge (see page 17).
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E-Bikes
from £999
Add some power to your ride

Cycle to Work | 0% Finance | 30 Day Satisfaction Guarantee

www.rutlandcycling.com | 0330 555 0080

OPINION: ROBIN HEYDON

Maintaining cycleways
would pay dividends for
a sustainable future

I

popped out to have a quick look at the experience how good these surfaces
new Abbey-Chesterton bridge again, actually are.
Now, there are places where such
and then decided that I could go a little
further, up to Milton. It was perhaps not surfaces work well. These places don’t
have different weather, but they do
the best idea I’ve ever had.
The new bridge looks wonderful. It is have different funding structures for
sleek and elegant. It makes the utilitarian cycleways. For example, the ‘report a
railway bridge look, well, functional. And, pothole’ government website requires a
no, I’m not advocating replacing the postcode. There is no postcode for the
railway bridge; it works, and it’s been Halingway cycleway, which is a little bit
there looking functional for decades, so of a problem. These other places have
something called ‘regular maintenance’.
it is just fine.
That is more than can be
said for the Halingway or Cam
Towpath just to the north. It
had recently rained. The air was
clean. The grass was green. The
cycleway surface was potholed.
At some points in the route,
there was more pothole than
surface. I had to stop to allow
some other people to walk past
one such lake. It was inevitable, but
at some points it was impossible
to navigate a route round the
Halingway lakes so I had to cycle
through some of them. This
splashed my shoes and trousers.
Which would not have been that
much of a problem if it hadn't The Halingway towpath is in urgent need of repair.
been the dirtiest water around.
A loose-surface cycleway is just fine
I’m sure, at some point having a
‘permeable’ surface, or having a crushed if every six months or so you come
limestone surface, sounded good to along and regrade it and compact it.
somebody. Permeable means that This stops little indents from becoming
rainwater can get through, soak away, larger indents, larger indents becoming
disappear. This is not what is happening. small potholes, and small potholes from
I’d like to invite those people who think becoming large lakes. However, this
this is a good idea on a cycle ride to requires a budget for repairs.
The A10 Corridor Campaign has come up with the concept of 'Greenways Trusts'
to champion the new routes and manage maintenance. Find out more on page 15.
Camcycle has recently published a draft policy paper on 'Maintenance of
cycleways and facilities'. Find out more about our policy project on page 23.

And as far as I can tell, there are
approximately zero pounds allocated
to maintaining any cycleways in
Cambridgeshire. There are budgets for
fixing potholes in roads, maintaining
bridges, and there is plenty of money
to build yet more roads that will need
repairing. There is even a little bit of
money, relatively speaking, for building
new cycleways. But the repair and
maintenance of cycleways appears to
have zero money allocated. It appears
to be impossible even to keep
the grass or weeds from growing
over the edge of a footpath or
cycleway.
Unfortunately, all that happens
is that villages that used to have
decent cycleways gradually get
terrible cycleways and eventually
people have to start using
their cars to get around. This is
obviously not desirable. The cost
of maintaining the few cycleways
we have would be far outweighed
by the cost of adding additional
road capacity to cope with all the
people who currently cycle but
who would stop if the cycleways
deteriorate to the point of
uselessness.
Last time I checked, we were still
in a climate emergency. Cycling is still
the lowest-carbon mode of transport
available. Surely, we should have a little
tiny bit of the road repair budget available
for fixing cycleways like the Halingway
path from Cambridge to Waterbeach.
This has to part of the planning for all the
new Greenways.
Robin Heydon is Chair of Camcycle.
This article was first published on
1 February in the Cambridge News, where
you can read his column each week.
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Keeping Cambridge Cycling

We are...

Helping Businesses and Workers

NEW Online Maintenance Courses, Pool Bikes, & Dr Bike repair session available to book for employees

Making Bike repairs more accessible

Bike Repair Collection Service for Cambridge and surrounding Villages

Helping find the right bike for Families, Individuals, and Businesses
+ Kid's
bikes by
Stocking E-Bikes, Cargo Bikes, Kids' Bikes, Accessories
and more
Expert Advice - Parking Available - Test Rides - 1 Year FREE servicing!
team@outspokencycles.co.uk

01223 789606
CAMCYCLE Spring 2021

See our website for our weekday opening hours.
We open on Saturdays too!

outspokencycles.co.uk

OPINION: ANNA WILLIAMS

We need fast action on
climate, not 'Tesla lanes'
which endanger cyclists

D

espite the challenges of the current bold changes that are needed to reduce
pandemic, we need to keep talking transport emissions.
Rapid improvements to public and
about climate change. In the
Paris Agreement of 2016, 195 countries active transport must be the top priority.
resolved to pursue efforts to limit the Electrification of motor vehicles will be
temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre- important, but reducing private vehicle
industrial levels in order to reduce the miles overall is essential. Cambridgeshire
risks and impacts of the changing climate. County Council’s proposal to allow
The ‘Climate Clock’ (climateclock.world) electric cars in bus lanes, currently being
which shows us how long it will take at trialled on Cambridge’s Elizabeth Way,
current rates of emissions to burn through will do little to further encourage uptake
the carbon budget left if we are to
keep levels of warming under the
1.5°C threshold, currently stands at
just under seven years. There is a lot
to do before 2028.
Carbon
Neutral
Cambridge
has calculated that, from the
remaining global carbon budget,
Cambridgeshire would have an
allocation of around 32 billion
tonnes of CO₂, of which 15 million
tonnes could be used for transport.
That is just two and a half times what
our county emits in total every year Signage at the bus lane trial on Elizabeth Way.
and means radical action is needed.
We know change can be achieved of electric vehicles (EVs) which is already
quickly with high levels of support, growing fast (sales of fully-electric cars
because right now people are staying doubled last year in the UK). EV lanes
home, unable to participate in most of will quickly become as congested as
their usual activities, and yet surveys show any other car lanes. However, if enacted
79% are in favour of the lockdown. Many across the county, this change will
Cambridgeshire residents are offering cause serious delays to public transport
to drop off groceries and medicines to and endanger cyclists, many of whom
isolated neighbours, volunteering at currently have nowhere reasonable to
vaccination centres and giving more to cycle along many streets except the
local charities. Local authorities must bus lane. Parts of Hills Road, Newmarket
harness this strong level of community Road and Trumpington Road are just
support to gather people behind a vision three examples where buses and cycles
for a zero-carbon society including the share space in Cambridge.
Find out more about the county council's trial of electric cars in bus lanes on page 13.
Watch Carbon Neutral's presentation at our monthly meeting (along with
recordings of other events from the last 12 months) at camcycle.org.uk/videos

It is ironic (or maybe highly
convenient?) that the county council
is carrying out a trial allowing electric
cars in bus lanes along a route which
no longer carries any buses. In addition,
motor traffic is rarely queued at the buslane section, so what useful evidence
will be gained here? It is also ironic that
the way they are doing this is via an
‘experimental traffic regulation order’
process which was mandated by central
government to introduce temporary
walking and cycling schemes during
the pandemic. Eight months after
the Prime Minister announced his
wish for a ‘new golden age of cycling’,
most of the promised new network
of safe walking and cycling routes
in Cambridgeshire is left undone,
including a pop-up cycleway which
would provide a safe link along
Elizabeth Way and Newmarket
Road. It is still difficult to maintain
safe distances from others when
walking or cycling in many locations,
one of the problems these temporary
schemes were set to address.
We need fast action on Covid-19
danger along with fast action on climate
change. Let’s improve space for buses
rather than jamming up existing lanes
with electric cars. Let’s deliver new safe
routes to help more people switch from
driving to more active travel. Let’s discard
all transport schemes designed to sound
good but achieve little, and work with
local communities to find effective paths
to zero carbon. There is no time to lose.
Anna Williams is the Communications
and Community Officer for Camcycle.
This article was originally published on
27 January in the Cambridge Independent,
which features a monthly column by a
member of the Camcycle team.
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NEWS

CYCLING DEVELOPMENTS IN CAMBRIDGE AND BEYOND
Read more at camcycle.org.uk/blog and

@camcycle

Camcycle begins
new campaign against
dangerous barriers
We are objecting to new chicane barriers erected by
Highways England and Cambridgeshire County Council
near the new A14 bridges at Bar Hill and Swavesey
because we think they are a direct threat to the
existence of an active travel network in Cambridgeshire.
The latest government guidance on cycling, published
in July 2020, made it clear that barriers like this should
never be used. If local authorities want to enable people
from communities across the county to cycle, routes
must be suitable for riders of all ages on all types of cycle
and not introduce points of conflict between pedestrians,
cyclists and horse riders on shared paths. We encourage
everyone to sign our petition calling for the county
council to remove the barriers and formally adopt LTN
1/20, the government's standards on cycling design.
Read more about this campaign on page 18.

Milton campaign group gains
£15,000 cycle parking grant

Record amount raised in the
Big Give Christmas Challenge

Although we missed the chance to
spend time in person with Camcycle
members over cake and coffee at this
year's AGM on Saturday 23 January,
there were a few advantages to the
online format. Our speaker, author
and communications expert, Melissa
Bruntlett, shared insights into Dutch
cycling culture and spaces to breathe
direct from her canalside home in Delft!
Read more about the 2021 AGM and
Melissa's presentation on page 50.

Milton Cycling Campaign was founded in
May 2020 and by the end of the year had
worked with Camcycle, Cllr Judith Rippeth
and local businesses to gain funding for
improved cycle parking in the village. The
grant is part of South Cambridgeshire
District
Council's
Zero
Carbon
Communities scheme, and Milton Cycling
Campaign was one of only two local groups
to gain the maximum £15,000 award.
Find out which other award Milton Cycling
Campaign received recently on page 51.

Camcycle supporters were more
generous than ever in December
2020 as they took part in the Big Give
match-funding challenge to raise money
for our work for Spaces to Breathe.
We are very grateful to the 92 donors
and five pledgers for their generous gifts
of £15,490. This will enable us to continue
our campaign for more safe spaces to
walk, cycle and spend time outdoors.
Read the latest news on our Spaces to
Breathe campaign on page 16.

Image: Melissa Bruntlett (@modacitylife)

Melissa Bruntlett brings
Dutch expertise to our AGM
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NATIONAL NEWS

Camcycle's objection to the trial of
electric vehicles in bus lanes made
national news in January as one of the
UK's leading motoring organisations
joined our criticism of the scheme.
RAC
spokesman
Rod
Dennis,
interviewed for Mail Online site This
is Money said that the measure could
'cause confusion for drivers and serves
to undermine the very purpose of a bus
and cycle lane'. He also stressed that
the initiative was at odds with national
efforts to encourage active travel and
would likely result in wasted taxpayer
money, adding: 'The incentive is likely to
prove short-lived as more pure EVs are
coming on to our roads all the time. As
soon as sales of electric cars really take
off, the council will have no choice but to
fork out more money to put everything
back to how it was before.'
In the Telegraph, Leo Murray, the
director of innovation at climate change
charity Possible, said that incentives for
electric vehicles were useful but 'where it
starts to become a problem is if you start to
treat those cars, as if somehow they're not
cars'. Continuing the discussion on Twitter,
he pointed out that Norway's experience
is a lesson for our future and that going
too far on incentives can result in perverse

outcomes which encourage more driving.
Drivers of electric cars had been able to
use bus lanes in Oslo, but this was changed
in January 2021 to exclude drivers without
passengers, as public transport was
suffering as a result. Additional charges
were also placed on drivers of electric
vehicles entering the city's toll ring.

Going too far on incentives
can result in outcomes
which encourage driving
Local commenters on the Cambridge News
website also disagreed with the concept.
Don Limpio posted: 'If moving a maximum
number of people efficiently around
Cambridge is the requirement then a
private car, regardless of power source and
however convenient to the owner, is highly
unlikely to be the answer.' He suggested
that allowing e-scooters to use cycle
lanes would be a worthwhile alternative
trial and could boost demand for further
reallocation of roadspace to active travel.
To object to this scheme, please email
policyandregulation@cambridgeshire.gov.uk
quoting ref PRO667 and send a copy to your
local county councillor.

NEWS IN NUMBERS

71%

of 18-24 year olds agreed
that the UK should make it
easier for people to cycle
by building more separated
cycle lanes, compared with
55% of people aged 55 and
over. Cycling UK say that
under-25s, already likely to
be the hardest hit by the
economic effects of the
pandemic, would also be
unfairly penalised by lack
of safe cycle routes.*

27%

of 18-24 year olds are
willing to try car sharing
compared with only 12%
of those aged 45-54.
34% plan to cycle more,
with 29% expecting to use
e-bikes and 23% expecting
to use e-scooters.†
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*Cycling UK, January 2021, from a YouGov survey carried out in November 2020. †Research by Longitude, commissioned by ING, published January 2021.

RAC say EV lanes are 'at odds'
with government travel goals

NATIONAL NEWS

Active travel must be accessible travel says
new report from charity Transport for All
Transport for All (TfA) is a pan-impairment
organisation, guided by the passionate
belief that all disabled and older people
have the right to travel with freedom and
independence. While fully supportive of
the need to make changes to address
issues including climate change, the
charity was concerned about the current
pace of change on streetscapes in London
and its impact on disabled people.
Their new report, Pave the Way, is
the result of six months of in-depth
interviews with 85 disabled participants
combined with perspectives from
other transport and disability charities
including Living Streets, Ambitious about
Autism, Wheels for Wellbeing, RNIB and
Age UK. It seeks to capture the nuance
and diversity of opinion those with
disabilities have on the impacts of low
traffic neighbourhoods in the capital.
One of the results of the report's
findings is a new campaign calling for a
complete overhaul of the engagement
and consultation model and a 'rebranding'
of Equality and Impact Assessments
(EQIAs). Three-quarters of the Pave the
Way participants expressed frustration
at the way streetspace schemes had
been communicated to them. Transport

KEY FINDINGS

83% 60%
of Pave the Way
participants felt
strongly impacted
by low traffic
neighbourhoods

of deaf participants
reported a decrease
in traffic danger
(18% overall)

45% 77%
of participants
discussed barriers
disabled people
face to cycling
(e.g high cost of
adapted bikes, and
cultural attitudes)

for All would like to see EQIAs begin
from a blank canvas: moving from what
sometimes seem to be 'tick-box exercises'
completed by internal members of
staff to meaningful consultations with
direct input from external communities
with lived experience of travelling with
a disability.
Download the report in a range of formats
at transportforall.org.uk/pave-the-way

of participants
reported an
increase in
journey time

1 in 3

reported feelings
that the LTN debate
has divided local
communities

Air pollution cited as a cause of child's death
Image: Rosamund Adoo-Kissi-Debrah

In a landmark case, a coroner said that
failure to reduce pollution levels to legal
limits in south London was a factor in the
death of 9-year-old Ella Kissi-Debrah,
who had severe asthma. He said she
was exposed to nitrogen dioxide and
particulate matter pollution in excess of
World Health Organisation guidelines,
principally caused by traffic emissions,
and that she 'died of asthma contributed
to by exposure to excessive air pollution'.
Giving evidence at the trial,
immunopharmacologist and consultant
respiratory physician Prof Stephen
Holgate said a biological cause of Ella's
disease worsening was the cumulative
effect of the toxic air she breathed
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living within 30 metres of London's
South Circular road. He also criticised
the Department for Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs and the Department of
Health and Social Care for failing to work
together on toxic air.
It was argued that failures by the state
to protect the public from dangerous
levels of air pollution amounted to a
violation of article 2 of the Human
Rights Act, concerning the right to life.
The ruling could increase pressure on
the government to tackle illegal levels
of air pollution across the country,
including providing more information
for the public about the potential for air
pollution to exacerbate asthma.

LOCAL AND NATIONAL NEWS

New 'Greenways Trusts'
proposed to maintain
active travel network

The A10 Corridor Cycling Campaign
is proposing the creation of charitable
'Greenways Trusts' to champion the
new rural active travel routes being built
by the Greater Cambridge Partnership
and to coordinate their maintenance by
multiple local authorities.
The group's suggestion has arisen
out of their experiences coordinating
work on the A10 path with a
maintenance contractor (via a grant

from local employer, AstraZeneca) and,
on occasion, with their own volunteers.
The campaign group receives more
comments and complaints about
maintenance than on any other
issue and is concerned that no plans
have been announced for the future
maintenance of the 12 Greenway
links. 'Little and often' maintenance
throughout the year will be important
to encourage regular use of the paths
and keep them safe and free of hazards
such as overgrown brambles, slippery
leaf mould (left) and dangerous patches
of ice and snow.
The campaign group suggests four
potential Trusts grouping villages in the
northeast, northwest, southeast and
southwest. In addition to maintenance,
the Trusts could engage in communitybuilding and promotional events and
champion new inter-village links.
Find out more about the Greenway
Trust concept at a10corridorcycle.com

Cambridge walking group
seeks views on pavements
Living Streets Cambridge is a branch of
the national charity which is determined
to provide a voice and a campaigning
platform for pedestrians in the city and
engage with local authorities to explore
ways to ensure they are properly
served. The group's current focus is on
the parlous state of many pavements
in Cambridge which have been badly
neglected for years. Campaigner David
Stoughton notes that not only are there
ruts and potholes everywhere, but
pavement parking, uncollected bins,
uncut hedges, and street furniture
often cause barriers to wheelchair and
pushchair users. Over the winter, some

NEWS IN BRIEF

Bike industry backs
new marketing board
Bike
brands,
retailers
and
organisations are funding a new
Cycling Marketing Board (CMB)
which aims to capitalise on the
industry's new audiences, many of
which were introduced to cycling
through the Covid-19 pandemic.
The CMB has been formed by
Fusion Media, the marketing
communications agency behind last
year's #BikeIsBest campaign. Their
job is to diversify cycling's image
with governments and in the media.

Scotland targets 20% car
traffic reduction by 2030
The Scottish government claims to
have the world's most ambitious
framework of climate targets and
unveiled some new transport policies
at the end of 2020. These include
a reduction in car traffic by 2030
(worth noting that the Department
for Transport in England is still basing
its forecasts on significant increases
in traffic) and £50 million to support
the creation of 'Active Freeways'
providing sustainable transport links
between Scottish towns and cities.

Coalition of campaigners
create PCC manifesto

areas have also seen whole stretches of
pavement flooded (see page 33).
The group is conducting a survey to
gather evidence of pavement issues
and locations.
Visit tinyurl.com/CamPavements to fill
in the questionnaire.

Organisations including Cycling UK,
British Cycling and Sustrans have
joined Action Vision Zero to launch a
2021 Police and Crime Commissioner
Manifesto. They want PCCs to 'act
on road danger' including prioritising
offences that pose harm to others
and tackling speeding, the greatest
threat on the roads.
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Camcycle believes that people in the Cambridge region need spaces to breathe to allow them to stay safe,
happy and healthy. This campaign works to achieve more safe space for cycling and walking during the
coronavirus pandemic and beyond, so that more people feel able to choose active travel for everyday
journeys, or spend time outdoors in the places where they live.
Last year Cambridgeshire County Council and the Greater
Cambridge Partnership (GCP) began to introduce experimental
measures to provide safe space for walking and cycling during
the Covid-19 pandemic. The ‘modal filters’ they installed were
designed to remove through motor traffic from selected streets,
giving those travelling on foot, by cycle or using a mobility aid
more space to spread out and maintain safe distances from
others as well as minimising the risk of road danger from motor
vehicles. In 2021, the need to protect people from the virus is
still great and Prime Minister Boris Johnson is calling on local
authorities to 'crack on' with low-traffic schemes. We know that
the biggest barrier to cycling is a concern about the safety of the
roads: it's time to roll out solutions to get everyone moving.

MILL ROAD BUS GATE

RED CROSS LANE

Although technically a permanent change rather than part of
the experimental measures, Red Cross Lane was earmarked
for improvements as part of a walking and cycling route to
the Biomedical Campus that included the trial modal filter on
Nightingale Avenue. The Red Cross Area Residents Association
had long called for measures to remove anti-social driving and
parking: now the new double yellow lines along the street have
created a more pleasant atmosphere for residents as well as a
safer, more attractive place to walk and cycle.
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As we went to print, it was announced that the Mill Road bus gate
scheme would be extended until summer 2021, with a decision
on its future made at the June meeting of the county council's
Highways and Transport Committee. Irregularities with the
online consultation survey have meant that results cannot yet be
analysed (although other factors will also influence the decision
including email correspondence, data on traffic and air quality and
alignment with local transport and climate change plans).
We continue to support this scheme which has facilitated
social distancing during the pandemic (previously it would have
been impossible for footway users to safely step into the road to
maintain safe distances from others) and reduced the risks caused
by motor traffic to those walking and cycling. Local residents have
commented on the reduction in noise and air pollution since the
scheme started and it has been good to see more families cycling
along the road and several new businesses opening up. We believe
amendments to the scheme are needed to improve access for
those with disabilities and support local businesses as the threat
of the virus recedes. As part of our #MillRoad2021 campaign we
plan to continue discussions with local residents and traders to
help shape a cleaner, greener and thriving Mill Road.

CURRENT CAMPAIGNS
TRANCHE TWO SCHEMES

SMALL CHANGES CAN MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE

NEWTOWN LIVEABLE NEIGHBOURHOOD

The timescale for the second tranche of Covid-19 walking and cycling
schemes has been extended, but it's good to see local authorities
continuing to roll out much-needed measures. One of the first changes to
be made, early in the new year, was the county council’s rearrangement
of the Silver Street/Trumpington Street junction on one of the city’s
busiest cycle routes. Repainting the road markings to give priority to
traffic travelling straight on has made turning safer for everyone. The
improvement is especially noticeable for cyclists travelling north to
King’s Parade, who previously had to wait in an awkward position in
the middle of the road. Reactions from users of this route have been
very enthusiastic. Helen, on Facebook, said: 'Yey! We use this a lot and
really appreciate this change,' while Amy said: 'Ooh, that’s much better,
I always hated that junction. Simple but effective!'

Another scheme transforming streets for the better
is the Greater Cambridge Partnership extension of
Experimental Traffic Regulation Orders (ETROs) in the
Newtown area. In phase one, installed last summer,
modal filters were placed on Bateman Street, Coronation
Street and Pemberton Terrace. Phase two, which was put
in place on 20 January, sees an additional filter placed
on Panton Street and some amendments made to traffic
direction to accommodate changed movements in this
area. A consultation on the new measures will take place
later in the year. We've heard positive feedback from local
residents – they welcome the quieter neighbourhood
and safer routes to school for children.

TAKE
ACTION

SUPPORT THE CAMPAIGN
FOR SPACES TO BREATHE

Write to your local councillors
It's really important that the people who make
decisions in your area know what residents think.
Tell them how schemes have made a difference
to how you travel (or could in future) and make
suggestions for improvements you'd like to see.
Find details of your councillors at writetothem.com

Change the media story
UPCOMING TRIAL MEASURES
With a long list of tranche two schemes still on the table, we're
awaiting the creation of many more safe routes, including the closure
of the historic Huntingdon-Godmanchester bridge to motor traffic.
This will open up more space for safe cycling for users such as
schoolchildren attending the nearby Hinchingbrooke School. Other
trials expected in 2021 include an experimental bus gate on Arbury
Road and an expansion of the successful School Streets scheme.

Research shows the majority of the public support
more safe space for walking and cycling, but often a
noisy minority gets all the headlines. Tell a different
story in the local press and on social media.

Visit our website
We'll keep you updated on the latest consultations
to respond to and actions to take to create more
Spaces to Breathe. camcycle.org.uk/spacestobreathe
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Cycling for all
Our 'Cycling for All' campaign calls for a commitment from local decision-makers to invest in and deliver
cycling for all ages and abilities. With clear new guidance on cycle design published last year by the national
government, we want local authorities to formally adopt Local Transport Note (LTN) 1/20 and hold every new
and renewed piece of cycling infrastructure to its inclusive standards.

Cambridgeshire County Council
Two new active travel bridges for walking, cycling and horseriding over the A14 were opened during 2020: one near Bar
Hill and the other near Swavesey. These bridges were built
to modern standards, with ample-width pathways and gentle
slopes, and they were well received by the public. They have
been safely and successfully used by walkers, cyclists and
equestrians for several months.
In January 2021, without any warning or discussion, works
suddenly appeared on the approach pathways of these bridges,
and dangerous new chicane barriers that obstruct the pathways
were installed. Each barrier squeezes the pathway down to a
narrow pinch-point with a sharp turn. They have created a new
hazard where there was none before, with people liable to slip
and fall trying to navigate through the gap. The narrowing of
the path creates conflict and forces people into close proximity
during a pandemic, when the council is supposed to be creating
more space for people to spread out. By installing these barriers,
the council has broken the law and violated its public sector
equality duty by installing obstructions that create severe
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difficulties for disabled cyclists who are using tricycles, tandem
cycles or adapted cycles on the new bridges.
The installation of dangerous barriers like these is specifically
prohibited by the government's new cycle design manual, LTN
1/20. They need to be removed as soon as possible. We also
would like the county council to officially adopt LTN 1/20
to ensure that design and work on active travel and cycling
infrastructure in the county produces fully accessible and
inclusive routes that are suitable for people of all ages and
abilities as well as being compatible with all modes of active
travel that use those routes.
County council officers have produced great work recently
on proposals for a Local Walking and Cycling Infrastructure Plan
(LCWIP) for Cambridgeshire. However, it is important that every
part of the network enables safe cycling. If chicane barriers are so
unthinkingly installed on brand-new facilities this threatens the
existence of an accessible active travel network in the county.
We've started a petition calling for Cambridgeshire County Council
to remove these barriers. Add your name at bit.do/SignA14Petition

CURRENT CAMPAIGNS
CURRENT CONSULTATIONS

Electric Scooter trial
CLOSES 14 APRIL

The trial of Voi e-scooters in Cambridge is a scheme
backed by the government to test the use and impact of
e-scooters to inform possible future legislation.
Email policyandregulation@cambridgeshire.gov.uk
quoting ref PRO669 with your comments.

Experimental use of bus lane by
motorcycles and electric vehicles
CLOSES 13 JUNE

Cambridge City Council
On 8 February the city council's Strategy and Resources
Committee voted in favour of requesting highways authority
Cambridgeshire County Council to make the traffic regulation
order on King's Parade permanent. They also requested
that officers develop a more suitable and sympathetic longterm scheme – this may include a change to the location of
the barrier itself. Nearly half of respondents to the council's
consultation survey supported the continuation of traffic
restrictions but 70% of cyclists felt the current scheme had
negatively impacted safety.
Meanwhile, the city council continues to consider other
ideas to reduce traffic within the central area and has received
funding from the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined
Authority to help attract visitors back after lockdown measures
are eased. Proposals include reallocating roadspace to provide
more outdoor seating and dining, installing better wayfinding
and signage and improving outdoor lighting.

If the Elizabeth Way trial is deemed 'successful' it may be
made permanent and extended to other bus lanes.
Email policyandregulation@cambridgeshire.gov.uk
quoting ref PRO667 to object to this scheme.
Consultations on the Cambridgeshire Local Cycling
and Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) and the second
phase of active travel measures in Newtown are also
expected in Spring 2021. Further information on these will be
posted on Cyclescape and at camcycle.org.uk/blog.

Greater Cambridge Partnership (GCP)
While Camcycle welcomes measures such as the introduction
of experimental city access/Covid-19 modal filters in Newtown
(see page 17), we're still waiting for the Greater Cambridge
Partnership to address the bigger decisions necessary to create the
transformative change needed to the region's transport networks.
We've long called for a strategic plan for a joined-up cycling
network and officers have now produced some recommendations
for key routes that should be tackled to connect up missing links.
Our question at the latest meeting of the Joint Assembly included
a call for the GCP to commit to using LTN 1/20 as a basis for
designing high-quality infrastructure on these links.
All twelve Greenways are now approved to proceed to
detailed design, and work continues on the Chisholm Trail, with
the Newmarket Road underpass due to be installed at the end
of March. The GCP proposes increasing its internal resources so
that it can more effectively manage the rest of the Trail's delivery.
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Proposals for development at Netherhall
Farm will lock in a car-dependent future
20/01972/OUT Netherhall
Farm – up to 200 dwellings
We were extremely disappointed to see
that proposals for a new development off
Wort's Causeway (known as Netherhall
Farm or GB1) were approved at planning
committee on 3 February, despite
inadequate active travel links to local
shops, services and schools.
This is one of two former greenbelt
sites to be developed in the area:
the ‘Newbury Farm’ (or GB2) outline
application for 230 homes was
approved by the planning committee on
2 September, 2020. We've long made it
clear that to establish sustainable travel
habits and prevent new communities
becoming 'driving estates' where a car is
seen as the most convenient way to get
around, high-quality walking, cycling and
public transport links must be established
before the first residents move in.
However, once built out, the residents
from around 400 homes on these two
sites are currently asked to depend upon
a tiny, decrepit cut-through in order to
access everyday community needs. The
path is narrow and deteriorating, and
lacks dropped kerbs at each end. The
paved area of the path is barely wider
than a single pram (see below).
Inset image: Sam Davies
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To make matters worse, many people
will have to walk or cycle at least an
extra kilometre on every journey to the
local community facilities. Residents
from Netherhall Farm have to go all the
way south to Worts’ Causeway in order
to go north at all. Despite the site being
only 300m from Netherhall School,
schoolchildren will have to travel almost
2,000 metres the long way around to
get there, including going through the

aforementioned narrow cut-through. This
is because the developers and Cambridge
City Council failed to establish a decent
walking and cycling link via Almoners’
Avenue or Beaumont Road, despite the
policy commitments of the Cambridge
Local Plan, the guidance of LTN 1/20
(which states that there should be a
‘densely spaced cycle network’ with
‘250m-400m’ between routes ‘so that all
people can easily travel by cycle for trips
within and between neighbourhoods’)
and the fact that there are available
points of access that were intended for
precisely this kind of expansion.
A condition has been set to ensure
that 'all reasonable efforts' have been
made to improve connectivity along
with a recommendation to work with a
third party, such as Sustrans, on possible
options. This active travel link is essential.
Walking and cycling routes must not be
treated as minor ‘would-be-nice’ aspects
of a development, and cannot easily be
retrofitted. They are a fundamental part
of the decarbonisation this council has
committed to.
Read more on Cyclescape thread 5217

PLANNING APPLICATIONS
CITY AND COUNTY COUNCIL
COMMITTEES
We encourage Camcycle members to attend council
meetings to find out more about local developments and
speak up on behalf of active travel.
Planning Committee and Area Committee meetings
often include cycling and walking issues. Development
Control Forum and Joint Development Control
Committee meetings determine planning applications
relating to major housing development proposals.
You can usually find agendas online about a week in
advance at cambridge.gov.uk/democracy (city council)
and tinyurl.com/CCCdemocracy (county council).
At the time of writing, all meetings are online. Please check
the websites above in case meetings have been cancelled,
or times or venues changed, and for details of how to view
or participate in online meetings.
Development Control Forum
10 March, 31 March and 16 June at 10am.

20/03523/FUL St John’s Innovation Park
Camcycle looks through many planning applications and often
writes objections in cases where developers are proposing
cycle infrastructure or facilities that do not meet the standards
or requirements of planning rules. We work through the
usual planning systems and try to get problems fixed through
comments, feedback and discussions. However, in the case of
this proposal, the developers wrote a perfunctory response to
our initial objection and did not bother to fix the problem that
we highlighted with their design, which is embarrassingly bad.
They have proposed a two-way cycleway where, at every
driveway, the route is elbowed aside and any cyclist who might
dare to ride it is sent tumbling into or over a tall kerb. The above
snippet of the developer’s drawings shows some examples
where driveways interrupt the cycleway (coloured in pink).
We have added black arrows and bicycle symbols to show the
claimed bi-directional flow of cycling. In plan view, the 3-D
implications of the drawing are not necessarily obvious to the
untrained eye. Our ‘visualisations’ show what would happen
should someone attempt to ride on this ‘wonky cycleway’.
The truth is that the designers have attempted to squeeze
a quart into a pint pot. They have squashed a substandard
cycleway next to a substandard footway into a space that is
too small for both, and therefore the junctions and driveways
are of a broken design. Street furniture such as lamp-posts and
electrical boxes will have to go somewhere and there is no
space for any landscaping. Such badly designed infrastructure
is not suitable for anyone and will wind up causing injuries or
not being used. We encouraged our members and supporters
to join us in strongly objecting to the application.
Read more on Cyclescape thread 5463

East Area Committee
18 March at 6.30pm.
Joint Development Control Committee
17 March and 14 April at 10.30am.
Greater Cambridge Partnership Executive Board
18 March at 4pm.
Greater Cambridge Partnership Joint Assembly
3 June at 2pm.
Highways and Transport Committee (county council)
9 March at 9am and 25 May at 10am.
North Area Committee
4 March and 10 June at 6.30pm.
Planning Committee
3 March, 24 March, 21 April and 8 June at 10am.
Planning and Transport Scrutiny Committee
23 March at 5.30pm.
South Area Committee
8 March at 7pm.
Transport & Infrastructure Committee (Combined
Authority)
10 March and 26 April at 10am.
West Central Area Committee
11 March at 6.30pm.
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2020 annual report looks back on a significant year
Our annual review, published on our
website just before the 2021 AGM,
summarises some of the key projects
we worked on in 2020 and the way the
charity has reacted and adapted to the
ongoing Covid-19 pandemic.
Told through the perspective of our
vision for a thriving and sustainable region
of healthy, happy people where everyone
feels able to enjoy the benefits of cycling,
we share some of the results from
campaigns including Spaces to Breathe
and Cycling for All. Chair Robin Heydon
writes about the important inflection
point 2020 has been for cycling and our
Executive Director, Roxanne De Beaux,
gives insights into the year ahead.
The review also includes comments
from a range of Camcycle supporters, a
recap of the monthly meetings we held in
2020 and the many consultations to which
we encouraged members to respond. The
review is rounded off with a clear summary
of our finances – full details can be found
with the review on the website.
Thank you to Camcycle trustees, staff,
members, volunteers, partners, donors,
advertisers, supporters and everyone else
who contributed to our work in 2020 –
we couldn't have done it without you.

Contact us if you would like a printed
copy of the annual report or read online
at camcycle.org.uk/annualreports/

IN 2020:
We grew to 1,559 members, launched a new campaign for Spaces
to Breathe, cycled around the UK’s first Dutch roundabout,
celebrated the installation of the Abbey-Chesterton bridge,
gained 1,400 new followers on social media, worked with local
groups to save Adams Road from becoming a busway and to
protect space at Cambridge station for the Chisholm Trail, helped
deliver over 5,600 hand-sewn scrubs and masks, wrote hundreds
of letters, consultation responses and newspaper articles,
delivered over 20,000 leaflets, created 28 new videos, appointed
our third staff member and celebrated our 25th birthday!

Vote Bike this May!
With a huge list of candidates to vote
for on 6 May (Mayor, Police and Crime
Commissioner, county councillors and
city/district councillors), it's even more
important to find out their views on
cycling. We know that local decisionmakers have a huge impact on cycling
issues from bike theft and cycle parking
to the approval of developments planned
around active travel and this year we're
asking them some big questions around
traffic reduction and climate change too.
Find out more about our Mayoral
candidate hustings on 6 April and our
election campaign including the candidate
survey at camcycle.org.uk/elections.
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SECOND YEAR OF
POSTPONEMENT FOR
THE REACH RIDE
Sadly, we are still unable to meet
for our annual Bank Holiday ride to
Reach Fair, but we encourage you to
celebrate it in our absence. On the
first Bank Holiday in May, why not
go for a household or social bubble
ride in the countryside and send us
your pictures!
You can post them on
social media with the hashtag
#NotTheReachRide (on Twitter, tag
in @ReachRide too) or email them
to contact@camcycle.org.uk

CURRENT PROJECTS

New cycle theft taskforce set up
We’re pleased to report that stakeholder
groups have been formed to tackle cycle
theft in Cambridge and also specifically
at the Cyclepoint cycle parking at
Cambridge Station. Our Executive
Director has joined council officers,
councillors, police and other relevant
stakeholders at these meetings where
action plans are being drawn up. We
will report back on progress in future
magazine editions but in the interim
Roxanne is pleased to report that 'this
is the most progress I have seen on
cycle theft in the six years I have been
working on this issue. It is still early days,
however it is good to see collaboration
and commitment to tackle the problem
of cycle theft from as many angles
as possible.'

INCORPORATION OF
THE CHARITY
At the AGM in January, members
agreed that we should review
the possibility of incorporating
the charity as a CIO (Charitable
Incorporated Organisation). It is
hoped that this would give us a
more robust structure to support
our ongoing growth. At the same
time we agreed to review our
constitution.
This can be quite complicated,
so we want to draw on the
experience of any supporters who
have knowledge and experience of
this process. To get involved in this
project as a volunteer, please email
us at contact@camcycle.org.uk

Help us continue Ellie and Beth's work on our policies
Clarifying our policies on cycling
and showing how they relate to our
goals of more, better and safer cycle
journeys has become more important
as we attract more volunteers, begin
to advise new groups across the region
and grapple with an increasing number
of often complex planning applications
and transport consultations.
Last year, we employed Ellie Gooch
and Beth Barker, who had been
Camcycle interns in 2019, to make
progress on our policies and build on
work done by volunteers including
Robin Heydon, Martin Lucas-Smith,
Nigel Deakin and Sarah Hughes.
Developing these policies in a
democratic way is important, so in
addition to seeking member views at the
beginning of each policy, we have been
initially publishing each paper in a draft
format so that it is publicly available for
comment. We have also been working
with stakeholders to inform our views,
for example consulting Cambridge Past
Present and Future on our policy on
Green Spaces and Zedify on our Cargo
Bikes for Business policy.
Campaigning feeds into our policy
work and vice-versa: our Micromobility
policy was vital when talking to Voi, the

provider of Cambridge’s trial e-scooters,
and the campaign against barriers
at Cambridge Biomedical Campus
informed our policy on Obstructions in
Cycleways and Access Controls.
We encourage members to engage
in the discussions on each policy via
the threads on Cyclescape, our online
forum. This is open to all members –
you just need to register to gain access.
In addition, you can comment on draft
documents through Camcycle's online
editing platform, Ensembling. Simply
create an Ensembling account, click
on the relevant link in Cyclescape
and request access to the policy
project files.
One of the new policies started by
Beth focuses on Camcycle's position
on Cycling and Climate Change with
the policies we believe will be essential
to achieve zero carbon goals. Rapidly
increasing levels of cycling is realistic
and will benefit the region's health and
economy. In the year in which the UK
hosts the important UN COP26 climate
change summit, we invite members to
help us finalise Camcycle's position on
climate change and to shape our policy
asks for government, local authorities,
businesses and individuals.

Policy writers and 2019 interns Ellie and Beth.

View our cycling policy summaries
and completed draft policy documents
at camcycle.org.uk/policy
Join the policy discussions at
camcycle.cyclescape.org/issues/3918
Sign up to comment on draft
documents at www.ensembling.com
Email us for more information on this
project at contact@camcycle.org.uk
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THE RECIPE FOR
SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITIES

Marmalade Lane (Jim Stephenson/Mole Architects)

What lessons can we learn
now that will help us create
a green and healthy life for
those who live and work in
Cambridgeshire? We look at
some of the building blocks
that will shape the sustainable
communities of the future.

SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES

DESIGNING Sustainability
INTO NEW DEVELOPMENTS
(Images: Andrea Rota CC BY-SA 2.0 and Tom Chance CC BY 2.0)

The BedZED development in South London was designed to provide residents with savings on energy, abundant green space and a friendly
community where people would not need to rely on a car.
Through the pandemic we have all
seen our worlds shrink, leading to more
opportunities to appreciate our own
local communities. You have probably
got to know more of your neighbours
than you did a year ago, thanks to being
at home more. Perhaps you’ve enjoyed
cycling or walking down a now-quiet
street which you had previously avoided,
and discovered a local grocery, café or
park which you never knew existed.
What if, with or without restrictions on
movements, everything you needed in a
normal week was easy to access within
a twenty-minute walk or cycle ride, and
these routes were car- and pollution-free?

WHAT ARE SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITIES?
Before private motorised transport was
readily available, most people in the UK
lived within a short distance of all they
needed. Over the last 70 years that has
changed dramatically, with the emergence
of large, out-of-town retail outlets and

large housing developments built with no
local amenities, forcing people to travel
longer distances to buy basic foods and
attend social activities. This form of living
has increased our reliance on cars and has
reduced community cohesion.
The way we ‘do’ transport, which is
responsible for a third of all UK carbon
emissions, must change if we are to avoid
the full impact of climate change, and one
way to do that is to build our communities
to be more sustainable. TRL (formerly
the Transport Research Laboratory) is a
team of expert scientists, engineers and
specialists working together to create
the future of transport in the UK. At
the end of last year, they produced a
report, Decarbonising Transport. To quote
from it: 'With greater use of active and
public transport … road space can be
re-allocated, and more pleasant and
liveable environments created. This goes
in both ways, as redesigning the urban
environment can lead to considerable
reductions in transport demand, air
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions

where workplaces and most services are
within a short distance.'
Redesigning the urban environment
on a national scale is something we
aspire to, but local sustainable
communities do already exist. Four
examples, two of which are in Cambridge,
are presented below.

BedZED
The UK's first large-scale eco-village (in
the borough of Sutton, South London)
was completed in 2002 and is called
BedZED (Beddington Zero Energy
Development). Nearly 100 mixed-tenure
residential homes (owner-occupier,
shared ownership and rental) were
integrated with commercial buildings,
an exhibition centre and a children's
nursery, all incorporating innovative
approaches to energy conservation and
sustainability.
The aim of the development was to
provide occupants with major energy
savings and lower bills, abundant green
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environment outside the development
itself is quite poor. However, by working
with the local highway authority to
increase the options for active travel,
the
development
could
function
effectively as part of a wider fully car-free
city centre where parking is restricted to
the periphery.

MARMALADE LANE
CAMBRIDGE

Residents of the Bath Riverside development have convenient links to traffic-free walking
and cycling paths which connect to shops and workplaces in the city centre.
space and a friendly community where
they would not need to rely on a car.
Instead, residents were encouraged
to use greener forms of transport to
greatly reduce travel-related emissions
compared to a conventional suburban
housing development. Numerous secure
cycle parking stands, bike storage space
inside some homes, three bus routes
passing close by and Hackbridge train
station, just 600 metres away, meant that
local and longer journeys did not require a
car. For those who had to have their own
private motorised transport there is some
parking: just 0.6 car parking spaces per
home. For others a car-share is available,
as BedZED was home to London’s first
car club sited on a new development.
The roads all skirt around the site
leaving car-free space between the
houses where children can safely play
and community events can be held. Sam
Smith, a former resident of BedZED,
explained that ‘the car-free streets are
one of the reasons I believe it’s easy to
meet and get to know neighbours’.1

BATH RIVERSIDE
All too often new housing is built around
car use, but Bath Riverside is fêted by the
developer, Crest Nicholson, as a place
'where car ownership has always been an
option rather than a necessity’.2 Masterplanned by Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios,
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this growing, high-density site will
ultimately consist of housing, education
and retail resources. On a completely
different scale than BedZED, and with
different energy-saving technology, it
is located just 1km from the centre of
Bath. The site has been developed with
the aim of improving connections to, and
provision of, public transport (served by
no fewer than 14 bus routes) and options
for walking and cycling. To access a wider
range of shops, entertainment and work
places, residents can use two traffic-free
walking routes into the centre of Bath,
one of which is open to cycles too.
Every household in Bath Riverside
receives a free one-month bus pass, access
to a free car club membership, and a £100
cycle voucher. Reportedly, 70% of people
moving into Bath Riverside have changed
their primary mode of travel to walking,
cycling, or public transport, aided by the
fact that car parking is limited and not
directly visible. One resident remarked:
'My car is parked in the underground car
park, but mostly I just walk or cycle.'3
Unfortunately, not all residents have
made the same behavioural change and
the active local residents' association is
campaigning for enforcement of a bus
gate, to stop rat-running, and for action
against pavement parking. They have
also dealt with thefts of bicycles from
the underground car park. In addition,
the quality of the walking and cycling

Marmalade Lane, in Orchard Park,
Cambridge, is a 42-home development
which combines car-free living with a
ready-made community. Completed
nearly 20 years after BedZED, the site
was developed for an existing cohousing
community and is designed to provide
buildings and outdoor areas for the
residents to share together.
Meredith Bowles, of Mole Architects,
says: 'The whole site is essentially a
collective playground for kids'.4 As with
BedZED, cars are restricted to a corner
of the site, so that the central area is for
pedestrians and the majority of the green
space forms a big communal garden. The
scheme is designed to exceptionally
high environmental standards, using
Passivehaus design principles, and
constructed with air source-heat pumps
for energy-efficient heating.
All residents must sign up to be
members of Cambridge Cohousing
Ltd, thereby having a stake in the
shared spaces and facilities as well as
contributing to the management of the
community. The layout of the site and
the number of shared amenities mean
that neighbours do get to know each
other, rather than rarely interacting
because they are escaping from their
closed homes into personal vehicles.
By knowing each other they also help
and depend on each other, forming a
friendship group and support network.

CB4 NORTH CAMBRIDGE
Not all sustainable communities need be
new developments. Instead it is possible
to adapt existing suburbs into liveable
neighbourhoods, or encourage existing
communities to live together sustainably
in their own neighbourhood.
The wards of Arbury, King's Hedges
and West Chesterton are mixed

Cycling cartoonist Dave Walker captures the ways development needs to change in one of his popular 'diagrams about bicycles'.
All too often there is little choice but to drive for residents of new housing. View more of Dave's work at davewalker.com and watch
the presentation he gave at our monthly meeting on 3 November 2020 at camcycle.org.uk/videos
housing developments and amenities
constructed to the north of Cambridge
starting in the 1900s through to the
present day. Near the corner where the
three wards meet is an independent
community centre, run as a charity by
and for the local community. It houses
a café, nursery school, family centre and
numerous groups. Within sight there
is a car-free shopping area, library, city
council offices, a doctors' surgery, places
of worship, primary school, and open
spaces with playgrounds.
Two free council-run car parks are
available, with electric car-charging
points, although people don't need to
use cars to go about their daily lives.
Thanks to car-free routes through
housing estates and public open spaces,
as well as cycle lanes on the main arteries,
many people can walk or cycle. Active
transport is a great way to run quick
errands and chat to people en route.

The addition of more traffic-free areas,
through the use of modal filters, would
encourage more people out of their cars
and on to the streets to meet and get to
know their neighbours.

THE FUTURE
Sustainable communities rely on the
infrastructure available and on the people
they house. To maintain sustainability,
they require the combined efforts of
local councils approving only high-quality
developments, and residents desiring to
live and work together. The two things
that have to be got right at build time are
fabric efficiency and transport because
at that point it's practically free, whereas
it's extremely difficult and/or expensive
later. To assist with the planning, toolkits
are available from organisations such
as Transport for New Homes, the AECB
(Association of Environmentally Conscious

Builders) and One Planet Living. As
more and more people understand that
sustainable living doesn’t have to mean
making sacrifices but is comfortable and
easy, they will be drawn together for a
common cause. The question is how soon
can this vision of streets which support the
life and vitality of neighbourhoods, rather
than motor vehicles, be widely realised
and become mainstream?
Margaret Winchcomb
www.bioregional.com/news-andopinion/bye-bye-bedzed
2
www.businessleader.co.uk/bathriverside-ahead-of-curve-if-walking-cityconcept-becomes-reality/53215
3
www.transportfornewhomes.org.uk/
transport-for-new-homes-award-bathriverside
4
www.theguardian.com/
artanddesign/2019/may/08/marmaladelane-co-housing-cambridge
1
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RESTORING Children’s
FREEDOM THROUGH LOW
TRAFFIC neighbourhoods

This cul-de-sac (left) is a low traffic neighbourhood or LTN in its most primitive form, whereas the whole of Bar Hill (right) was designed
to LTN principles with a footpath network at its centre and an outer ring road giving motor traffic access to each cul-de-sac in the village.
A recent trend in urban design is the low traffic neighbourhood
(LTN). LTNs are hugely popular with the people who live within
them. One recent LTN implemented in Waltham Forest has
reduced the volume of traffic within the neighbourhood by
15%, increasing the proportion of time that people walk and
cycle every week and dramatically increasing the number of
people walking and cycling to the local shopping street.
While the label low traffic neighbourhood is a recent
coinage, the concept of an LTN is much older. The humble
cul-de-sac is a low traffic neighbourhood in its most primitive
form. Only people who live in or need to access the properties
within the cul-de-sac would be driving in those streets. Nobody

RESULTS FROM WALTHAM FOREST LTNS
RESIDENTS WALKED AND CYCLED MORE
After three years of the low traffic neighbourhood, residents
had increased their walking by 115 minutes per week and
cycling by 20 minutes per week.

FEWER PEOPLE OWNED CARS AND VANS
After two years, the number of motor vehicles registered
dropped by 6.7%, over four times the impact seen in areas with
more standard improvements to footways and cycle lanes.

THE COMMUNITY WAS SAFER
There was a 70% reduction in road traffic injury risk within
the LTN and street crime was down by 10%.
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can drive through a cul-de-sac to cut between two main roads.
Ideally, cul-de-sacs connect at their closed ends with a local
walking and cycling network to allow travel throughout the
wider area without having to use a car.
One of the chief benefits of low traffic neighbourhoods
is that children have a lot more freedom to move around
independently. Instead of being trapped inside a metal box,
they can walk or cycle to school, visit local friends or do
some local shopping. This helps them grow up with a better
understanding of their neighbourhood, interact with different
members of the community and feel more connected to the
world around them. Meeting Cambridgeshire's Vision Zero
goals (to eliminate all traffic fatalities and severe injuries) will
certainly require the safety provided by LTNs.

EXAMPLES OF LTN DESIGN
Houten, in the Netherlands, was an LTN design which began in
the 1960s with a train station in the centre, an outer ring road for
cars, and lots of quiet, access-only roads that connect with the ring
road at one end, and active travel routes at the other. Most recent
developments in the Netherlands follow these principles and they
have been retrofitted into numerous existing neighbourhoods
to improve quality-of-life. The Cambridge Local Plan states that
new developments should not have through-traffic, but proposals
do not always reflect this. For example, Waterbeach new town
referenced the Vathorst development outside Amersfoort, but
initially missed the key concept of an outer ring road, with the
schools at the centre accessed mainly by footways and cycleways.

A RECIPE FOR SUCCESS
It is not just the Netherlands that can provide LTN examples.
Bar Hill follows the same design principles at walking scale.
There is an outer ring road where all the cul-de-sacs are
connected, and a footpath network on the inside that connects
all these roads with the local services, and the main bus stop.
Nobody would drive along Pheasant Rise to get to anywhere
other than Pheasant Rise, but you can still walk directly from
here to the health centre, primary school or local shops without
having to interact with motor traffic.

First you have to work out the
BOUNDARIES of the neighbourhood
Identifying the routes for traffic to take around an LTN is a
very important first step. These should be the main roads,
designed in a way that is suitable for handling motorised
through-traffic, along with safe cycle lanes.

Next, split the inner area into cells
Image: Haringey Council

CREATING NEW LTNS
ON HISTORIC STREETS

HOW DO YOU CREATE A NEW LTN?

Low traffic neighbourhoods were retrofitted in several parts
of Cambridge during the 1970s and 80s. The modal filters on
roads like Gwydir Street and Hooper Street removed the ability
to drive through the neighbourhood between Coldhams Lane
and Mill Road. This effectively split Petersfield to the east of
Mill Road into two cells: one side connected to Mill Road, and
the other side connected to East Road and Coldhams Lane. The
routes are still fully open for people walking and cycling, but the
only people driving along these streets are those who live in the
community or are visiting people who live there.
A minimum of two separate cells is required, but there can
be more. Bar Hill has 18, Haringey Council's new proposal
(above) has 25. Once the cells have been identified, all
roads that go across a cell boundary should be closed to
motorised through traffic. Access for essential services
such as refuse collection and emergency services needs
to be considered, and the cell boundaries may need to
be altered to allow these vehicles to turn around easily.
The placement of cell boundaries in relation to schools
and nurseries should be designed to reduce the volume of
private vehicle traffic near children. Within the LTN, more
space can be provided for people walking by narrowing
roadspace and widening pavements. More trees should be
added, along with space for cycle parking, and places for
people to sit down and watch the world go by.

Can this be applied everywhere?
The core traffic scheme in Cambridge city centre is another
example of a low traffic neighbourhood. The city centre has
been split into multiple areas, with motor vehicle access
permitted from only one side of the city. This means it is no
longer possible to drive through the city centre in a private
vehicle, as it was a few decades ago. Critically, through-traffic
is still allowed if you are walking, cycling, in a taxi or in a
bus. The only people driving within the city centre are either
going to or from a car park or delivering something; they are
definitely not driving through on their way from Huntingdon to
Haverhill. This has reduced pollution levels in the city centre,
and increased the number of people who can walk along the
roads, encouraging a more attractive shopping environment. It
has also made cycling through the city centre a more attractive
option than it was before.
Robin Heydon

Yes, you can apply the principles of low traffic
neighbourhoods everywhere. In some locations, it may
require a few strategic modal filters, while others may need
more expensive solutions. This may include expanding
the LTN to create a larger area than originally imagined,
or compromising and allowing some through motor traffic
in a neighbourhood but at the same time improving these
routes to make them safer for people walking and cycling.
If you would like to create an LTN for your neighbourhood,
get in touch. Camcycle can help you liaise with your
neighbours, discuss ideas with councillors and advise on
where cells could be placed. Low traffic neighbourhoods
provide an excellent way to reduce the total motor
traffic, not only outside your house but also within the
surrounding areas as well.
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STRATEGICALLY REDUCING
TRAFFIC ACROSS URBAN AREAS
Before Covid-19 hit, Camcycle had
already begun working on ideas for a
series of zone-based policies which
would guide the introduction of lowtraffic neighbourhoods (see page 28),
encourage uptake of School Streets
and present a coherent vision for the
sustainable transport of the future.

Map based on bus loop
concept by Systra (2019)
overlaid on a map from
OpenStreetMap
(licensed CCbySA)

P
P

P

P

P

Camcycle supports the concept of a 'green travel area' within the centre of Cambridge.
Through motor traffic (except for buses and emergency vehicles) could be removed within this
area with access only for residents, deliveries (size-restricted within limited hours), licensed
low-emission taxis, disability permit holders and car park users. An improved experience
should be provided for pedestrians and cyclists including widened pavements and increased
cycle parking. Similar schemes should be installed in other towns across the county.
A newspaper article reports the
installation of an experimental bus and
cycle lane with the removal of car parking
along the street. Another Covid-19 related
trial? No – in fact, it refers to a measure
introduced back in 1976. A new scheme
on Victoria Avenue aimed to reduce the
lengthy queues of rush-hour congestion
which were delaying local bus services.
Fast forward to 2021 and creating
more space for sustainable travel
in Cambridge has never been more
important with around 30,000 more
residents and a growing climate crisis.
We're a long way from meeting the
targets to reduce carbon emissions,
pollution and congestion set by local
authorities and many new developments
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and road-building projects are further
entrenching car dependency across the
region. It doesn't have to be like this.
We know that congestion in urban areas
is increasingly a barrier to job opportunities,
so reducing car traffic would boost our
local economies. It's going to be essential
if we are to meet local targets to reduce
road deaths to zero and national targets
for 50% of urban journeys to be made by
walking and cycling by 2030. Fewer cars
on the road also means nicer places to
live, more reliable bus services and faster
journeys for those who need to use a
car. This includes people with disabilities,
deliveries which cannot be switched to
cargo bike and commuters travelling into
towns and cities from rural areas.

It's time to lift ideas on
green travel zones beyond
the pages of reports and
call for action on our streets
It's now time to pick up the project,
review the lessons we are learning
from measures introduced during the
pandemic and engage with local groups.
This will help us respond together to the
Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure
Plan and create a shared set of policies
to reduce motor traffic and shape better
places for people.
We're not the only ones thinking about
zones. The Greater Cambridge Partnership's
City Access project proposes a Clean Air
Zone within Cambridge's inner ring road,
followed later by an Ultra Low Emission
Zone within the boundary of the city's Park
& Ride sites. Reports commissioned from
consultants Systra on the future role of
bus travel consider urban and rural loops
and the concept of a central 'green travel
area' in Cambridge. Here, active travel and
smaller shuttle buses would be prioritised
with restrictions on access by other motor
traffic. It's time to lift some of these ideas
beyond the pages of reports and call for
immediate action on our streets. Covid-19
has shown us how fast local people and
authorities can act together when needed.
Join us to press for bold action on traffic
reduction and climate this year.
Anna Williams

Find out more and join the
discussion on Cyclescape thread 5528

A RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

PUTTING CLIMATE
CHANGE AT THE HEART
OF TRANSPORT POLICY

The Coton path, which connects the University's West Cambridge site to the city centre.

In 2019, the University of Cambridge
became the first university in the world
to announce a science-based target for
carbon reduction. We have committed
to reducing our energy-related carbon
emissions to absolute zero by 2048,
with a steep 75% decrease on 2015
emissions by 2030 (read more at
tinyurl.com/UOC-carbonreduction). The
University has also made ambitious
commitments in other areas of
environmental sustainability, including
adopting its first Biodiversity Action Plan
in 2020 (tinyurl.com/UOC-biodiversity)
and its Transport Strategy 2019-2024
(tinyurl.com/UOC-transport). In order
to achieve these commitments, the
University’s Sustainability team, of over
20 environmental professionals, focuses
on a wide range of areas of action
including biodiversity, construction,
carbon and energy, food, procurement,
recycling and waste, teaching and
research, water, travel, and transport.
There are six staff members tasked with
reducing the travel and transport impacts
of the University, and implementing the
commitments made in the Transport
Strategy. In terms of commuting by staff,

the target is to achieve 75% of staff
regularly travelling by modes other than
single-occupancy car, as measured in an
annual travel survey.

Active travel is a major
area of focus in the
transport programme,
which has a target to
achieve 75% of staff
regularly travelling by
modes other than
single-occupancy car
Active travel is a major area of focus
in the transport programme. We have
already introduced a significant number of
pool bikes including three e-cargo bikes,
which are available to staff across the
University for travel during their working
day. We provide Dr Bike sessions and cycle
training for staff and students, and during
lockdown we have been providing online
cycle maintenance sessions. A ‘borrow-a-

bike’ scheme is due to be launched soon,
enabling staff to try out different types of
bikes for several months.
Focusing our initial efforts where we
have control of the space, we have started
an extensive programme to improve our
cycle parking and cycle routes across the
University's estates. This year we aim to
implement significant improvements to
the cycle parking on our Downing site,
as well as on the Sidgwick site and the
Cambridge Biomedical Campus. We
will roll out up to 20 cycle maintenance
stations, and look at removing barriers
on cycle paths to allow for better and
safer social distancing. We will also install
cycle parking spaces for non-standard
cycles, and we are considering a trial
of a 'blue badge' style scheme for nonstandard bike users at the Downing site.
Through work with regional partners, we
are keen to develop this and help deliver
improvements across the city as a whole.
During the Easter Term we are running
a campaign across the University to
raise awareness of all barriers that exist
to sustainable and active travel, and of
what we are doing to address them. As
part of this campaign we will be asking
people in the wider community to tell
us about the issues they experience,
and what they think would be the best
way to overcome them. We hope to be
able to weave this knowledge into the
schemes we implement to ensure they
are the best they can be and deliver the
greatest reduction in carbon emissions,
by supporting more people to travel
sustainably. Through our Transport
Advisor and links with organisations like
Camcycle, our findings will be fed back to
the wider community across Cambridge
and the region including local authorities
and other employers.
For more information about our work
please have a look at our website:
www.environment.admin.cam.ac.uk
Jo Beale, Transport Coordinator
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Recognising that
neighbourhoods are the
units of social change

Responses to the Queen Edith's PlaceStandard survey tool show
residents' level of satisfaction with characteristics of the local area.
Having had the opportunity of speaking at the December
Camcycle meeting about my experience of community organising
within Queen Edith’s, it’s a pleasure to be able to continue the
discussion here, writing in a personal capacity rather than on
behalf of the Queen Edith’s Community Forum (QECF).
As I described at the December meeting, Queen Edith’s is
on the doorstep of the Biomedical Campus and it often feels
like the integrity of our neighbourhood plays second (or third
or fourth) fiddle to decisions made with the Campus’s priorities
in mind. That’s not to say there aren’t shared interests:
• Queen Edith's residents benefit from efforts to promote
sustainable access to the Campus, taking cars off the road
• they also benefit from the medical and scientific endeavours
being undertaken there
• and of course, many staff actually live in Queen Edith's.
But by the late 2020s it’s predicted that 30,000 staff will be
working there, plus thousands of patient and visitor trips a day,
so the scale of the enterprise is huge.
It’s also important to note that Queen Edith’s doesn’t just
host the Biomedical Campus but also several large secondary
schools and sixth-form colleges which collectively educate
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nearly 60% of the county’s A-level students. Like the Campus,
these generate significant inward flows of people from right
across a wide catchment area.
Given the overwhelming presence of these large institutions,
it seems both desirable and equitable to consider the needs of
Queen Edith’s in its own right. Yet no-one in any of our local
government bodies seems to have any interest in exploring this.
Hence in early 2020, QECF used the PlaceStandard survey tool
to explore how people felt about the area. Of course, residents
have had the opportunity to participate in consultations relating
to the multiple disconnected interventions proposed for our
area over the last decade. However, PlaceStandard covers much
more than just transport and planning. It allows a community
to look at its assets and challenges as a whole – and the best
bit is it’s free and readily accessible! You can see the results we
generated at tinyurl.com/QE-surveyresults
QECF were planning to take this work further but then the
pandemic struck and priorities changed. However, everything
that has happened in Queen Edith’s since has increased my
belief that ‘the neighbourhood is the unit of social change’ and
that a renewed focus on the local – our neighbours, our green
spaces, our businesses – can be a powerful force for good. The
volunteer scheme, the food hub, the children’s sports sessions,
the litter picking, the toy and book exchange, and so much
more, have all been achieved because we have been able to see
local needs, mobilise local assets and develop local solutions to
build local resilience.
How can we then use this learning in a post-Covid future,
driven by a desire to ‘build back better’? I have three preliminary
thoughts:

Think about ‘roots’
as well as routes
At the moment, decision-makers consistently prioritise the
needs of the people moving through an area and disregard those
of people moving within an area. For example, the modal filters
which have been deployed by the county council on Nightingale
Avenue and Luard Road to create safe cycling and walking
routes are aimed at getting staff to the Campus. That’s a worthy
objective. However, at the same time, two planning applications
are being considered for the new GB1/2 housing developments
on Wort’s Causeway that allow no safe or convenient active travel
access by 900 future residents to local schools or shops (see
page 20). Despite active lobbying by Camcycle and QECF, neither
the planning authority (city council) nor the highways authority
(county council) seems to regard this as enough of a problem to
require the developers to find an alternative solution.

A RECIPE FOR SUCCESS
Focus on liveable neighbourhoods
not low traffic neighbourhoods
Respondents to the PlaceStandard survey made it very clear
that they regarded the local centre in the south of the Queen
Edith’s area on Wulfstan Way as a missed opportunity to
create a heart for the neighbourhood. With all the growth
likely in urban fringe sites around the city, it’s important that
we create places where people will enjoy spending time locally
and where they can meet many of their needs without having
to travel into the city centre. This both builds local community
and takes the pressure off the most over-crowded locations.
Minimising traffic in our neighbourhoods is necessary but not
in itself sufficient. We need planning, community development
and business interests all to play their part.

CREATING
BETTER JOBS
THROUGH CYCLING

Small opportunities, big wins
Foodstuff delivers quality food from Cambridge's
independent restaurants by bike. A year ago, its founders
identified problems within the food takeaway industry: it
was booming, but independents weren't able to make the
most of it; fees were high and riders weren't looked after.
Starting with five Cambridge-based restaurants in May
2020, they set up a bike-based takeaway service which
is eco-friendly, serves only independent restaurants, pays
its trained riders the London living wage and gives them
holiday entitlements as well as insurance. By January
2021, they were going from strength to strength and
had delivered over 10,000 meals from more than 30
different restaurants. Find out more at wearefoodstuff.co.uk
There’s no shortage of big schemes under discussion for Queen
Edith’s – Cambridge South, East West Rail, CSET busway,
Sawston and Linton Greenways, etc. But failure to resolve local
irritations can shake people’s faith in the competence and good
will of the powers that be. Here’s a small example from Sedley
Taylor Road (above). It’s easy to suggest that a modal filter
will encourage cycling and walking; yet if no effort is made to
resolve a well-known local flooding problem, that modal filter
(and everything else) looks like virtue signalling to the crowd
rather than a meaningful contribution to improved quality of life.

In short:
• remember our neighbourhood is a place where people
live their lives, rather than an empty space for people to
travel through on their way to somewhere else
• invest in our local centres; make travelling to the city
centre a choice, not a need
• incorporate residents’ knowledge and priorities and
earn their trust.
How does that sound as a recipe for sustainable communities?

In partnership with ShareBike, The Big Issue has announced
a new e-bike rental scheme launching in communities across
the UK soon. In line with their broader aim to help people
get back into employment, the scheme will create jobs
and commits to paying the living wage as well as providing
employees with access to support services.
The scheme is funded by subscription and advertising,
meaning that local councils do not need to fund it. The
organisers are asking local councils and business owners
to work with them to bring Big Issue e-bikes into their local
areas. Find out more at bigissue.bike

Sam Davies
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FINDING WAYS FOR PEOPLE
OF ALL AGES AND ABILITIES
TO CHOOSE ACTIVE TRAVEL
FITNESS AND WELLBEING THROUGH HANDCYCLING
Kris lives with Cerebral Palsy. He uses a wheelchair to get around, but he wanted to improve his fitness. He was dreaming of a hand
cycle, but the cost was just too high - they retail for over £1,000.
His Occupational Therapist suggested that he get in touch with Community Navigators - a local, grass-roots charity which
supports many older people and adults with disabilities to build on their strengths and access opportunities in
order to live independent, fulfilling lives. Kris got in touch with their District Coordinator, Lorraine Clarke, who
helped make his dream a reality. Working through a long list of charities and grants, she helped him to make
a successful application to the Barchester Health Foundation and ultimately buy his bike.
Once the cycle arrived, Kris wasted no time. When Lorraine visited him a week
later, he said: 'I've been going out on the bike two to three times a day. I'm starting
to build my upper-body muscles and have started to do more physically and feel
better in myself.'
During 2020, Community Navigators helped over 4,000 people. They form part
of Cambridgeshire's Care Network, operating as a gateway to community support.

If you or someone you know would like support from the Community
Navigator team, you can contact their Cambridge City team on
01223 300460 or email city.navigators@care-network.org.uk
If you would like to support Care Network’s vision for
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough, as a donor or volunteer,
please visit https://care-network.org.uk or find them on Facebook
@CareNetworkCambridgeshire.

FREE RIDES FOR KEY WORKERS AND DISCOUNTS FOR STUDENTS
ON USE OF SHARED E-BIKES
Since 21 January 2021, Voi e-bikes have been available to rent as part of a 12-month trial scheme to support a green restart
of the economy and ease the burden on public transport during the current pandemic and beyond. The pilot scheme, backed
by both the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined Authority and the Department for Transport, aims to encourage a
shift away from cars for short journeys to help limit traffic congestion and CO2 emissions.
As with the e-scooter trial, which began in October 2020, Voi is offering NHS and emergency service workers free access
to its e-bikes during the lockdown as part of its Voi 4 Heroes initiative.
This makes it easier for keyworkers to commute and run errands
around Cambridge and Peterborough in a carbon-neutral, sociallydistanced way. To be eligible, users must upload their NHS identity,
Blue Light or Defence Discount Service card to the Voi app or website.
For other residents, it costs £1 to unlock the e-bike and then £0.15
per minute of usage. Voi also offers 24-hour (at £10) and 30-day (at
£40) subscriptions that allow users to take an unlimited number of
rides at a fixed rate. In addition, there are discounts for students and
low-income individuals. The e-bikes are available to rent 24/7 in each
city. To get started, users can download the Voi app, available free on
Apple App Store or Google Play.
Find out more at voiscooters.com/introducing-e-bikes
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MOBILITY, SIMPLICITY AND
CONNECTION WITH A FOLDING e-BIKE
I am a longstanding Camcycle member and veteran cyclist. In
the summer of 2018, I attended one of Camcycle’s monthly
meetings when Dave Henderson, the Technical Lead of Flit,
introduced their innovative electric folding bike to Camcycle
members. As an engineer, I was intrigued by the technical and
user-friendly features of the Flit bike. Dave had a prototype
with him that I was lucky to try out for a few minutes. It was
a revelation!
I am 84, with metal knee joints which stop me walking or
cycling far without aid, so I already owned an e-bike to help
me get around. However, this e-bike is too big, heavy and
complicated to dismantle for the boot of my small car or to
take on public transport.
A few weeks later on my family holiday in Dorset, I found
myself feeling frustrated at not being able to join the rest of the
family on the daily walks, go into Corfe for a wander or even
go to the local shop for a newspaper without using a car. This
is one of the major challenges of rural ‘staycations’: if you have
mobility issues, the most realistic way of getting about is by car.
This experience got me thinking back to the Flit bike. I’ve
spent most of my life walking in the countryside and climbing
mountains. I wouldn’t be able to climb mountains with a
Flit bike, but I certainly could cycle along roads through the
countryside and meet my family at their destination. When
visiting friends and family around the country I would easily
be able to take the bike on the train or in a car and be much
more mobile once I had reached my destination. Also, it would
enable me to do all the short trips that I habitually did by car.
Once back from the holiday I booked a test ride with Flit
and decided to invest in one. Just over a year later, it was
delivered (it was a ‘pledge’ product when ordered). It arrived
at the perfect time during the Covid-19 pandemic when
socially-distanced transport and devices to help one stay
active are more important than ever, especially for someone in
the vulnerable category.
I find the Flit bike extremely comfortable to ride over
medium to long distances, which I didn’t really expect. I found
it very stable, with suspension that smoothed out all the
bumps. Of course, it isn’t as powerful as other heavier e-bikes
but that doesn’t matter because it has a different function: the
important thing is that it gives me the boost I need to climb
hills without overloading my knee joints.
I think people often see folding bikes as commuter tools, but
I believe they have huge potential to be useful to many people
in many ways. For me, my folding electric bike increases my
mobility, allowing me to stay connected with my family and get
back out into the countryside which I have loved and enjoyed
all my life. At the same time, I will reduce my carbon footprint
by using my car less, which has been a major goal for me over
the past few years. In the future, whenever I go away from
home to visit family and friends around the UK, I will always
take my folding bike, and then I am equipped to hop on it and
keep up with life with less damage to the planet.
John Barker
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IMPROVING CYCLE PARKING
TO HELP TACKLE CYCLE THEFT
Cycle theft continues to be a huge problem in Cambridge,
resulting in estimated losses in excess of £3m per year as well
as significant inconvenience and upset for individuals. Around a
quarter of cycle theft victims stop cycling, and two-thirds report
cycling less often. We answer your FAQs on how to tackle cycle
theft in the community.

Where should I report cycle theft?
Contact the police immediately. If you see cycle theft in progress,
call 999. Call 101 or report using the online form for a theft
that has already happened (the green webchat button at
cambs.police.uk is a quick way to do this).
Our Winter 2020/21 magazine has a list of things you can do
if your cycle is stolen: read it at camcycle.org.uk/magazine149.
One of the most important things to do before you suffer
the theft of a cycle is to gather information about your cycle
(manufacturer and model, size and colour, frame number) and
register it at bikeregister.com. You should also keep your receipt
and a photo of your cycle in your personal records. This will
maximise your chance of recovery if a theft happens.

HOW CAN I IMPROVE THE SAFETY OF
THE SHARED CYCLE PARK WHERE I LIVE?
Anecdotal evidence suggests that some thieves are targeting the
shared cycle parks often provided in new developments. If you
have concerns about the one you use, contact your landlord to
request that it is properly maintained and that repairs are prompt.
Security lights can also act as a deterrent. If you pay a service
charge, you can ask for it to be used to maximise cycle security.
You could also review the planning application for your
building at applications.greatercambridgeplanning.org to check
if cycle parking facilities have been installed correctly in line
with the agreed designs. Cambridge residents should refer
to the city council cycle parking policy at cambridge.gov.uk/
cycle-planning-and-policy to ensure cycle parking meets their
standards. Contact us if you need more advice.

HOW CAN I GET SOME CYCLE PARKING
INSTALLED ON MY REGULAR ROUTE?
Start getting cycling onto the agenda of your local residents'
association, parish council, and your local councillor to highlight
areas where these facilities are needed. Area committee
meetings can be used to bring cycling issues to the attention
of local councillors in Cambridge city. Team up with others to
strengthen your voice.

How SHOULD I ASK my WORKPLACE to
provide better facilities?
If there isn't enough designated cycle parking at your place of
work, try raising this with your employer. Ask them to look at the
Camcycle website for information about cycle parking design
(camcycle.org.uk/cycleparkingguide) and encourage them to
consult us about appropriate solutions.

I'M WORRIED THAT THE cycle parking
I USE Isn't secure. What can I do?
Whether the issue is with residential cycle parking or that
provided at a station or shopping area, photograph the
problem as evidence. Where possible, contact the company
responsible for the facilities to ask them to repair any
faulty hardware. You can also contact your local councillor to
highlight the problem. Find their details at writetothem.com

How do we ensure that all new
developments include safe and
APPROPRIATE cycle PARKING?
If there is a planning application in your area, you can object if
the plan fails to include sufficient space and security for cycles.
The cycle parking guide at camcycle.org.uk/cycleparkingguide
will give you more information about appropriate designs.
To help campaign for higher cycle parking standards in new
commercial and residential developments, the planning
responders discussion in Cyclescape (our members' forum) is a
good place to start. Find it at Cyclescape thread 4290.

What else can I do?

If you aren't already a Camcycle member, consider joining at
camcycle.org.uk/membership to help tackle the problem of cycle
theft in our area. There are often discussions about cycle security
and cycle theft campaigns on our members' forum. Cyclescape
issue 494 will take you to a number of related discussions.
James Hems
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PROMOTING CAR CLUBS
OVER CAR OWNERSHIP
The future of transport is going
to be more pick-and-mix than one
size fits all

Transport, how it’s provided and how we all use it is becoming
a hot topic for politicians, transport providers, pressure groups
and of course for the travelling public, which is pretty much all
of us. Individuals may feel that some of the changes they would
like to see are not happening fast enough, but it is certainly
becoming an issue of increasing importance.
One development which is being adopted in some European
cities is the creation of mobility hubs, which combine access to
multiple forms of travel at a single location. The mix of options
may include on-street car club vehicles parked close to railway
stations or bus stops, cycle-share schemes and real-time public
transport information.
Cambridge already offers a mix of transport options, not least
cycling. However, bringing different methods of low-carbon
transport together is an important development to prioritise.
In 2019, the Cleanwheels advocacy group was established by
members of Transition Cambridge with the aim of promoting the
development of clean car clubs in the city as a key element of
sustainable mobility. 'Clean' in this context means plug-in electric
vehicles that create no tailpipe emissions on local journeys. Pure
electric cars have no tailpipe at all and can be run on electricity from
renewable sources. Hybrid cars use fossil fuels for longer journeys
but can still be clean and silent around town. Car clubs are able to
offer their members the benefits of these advanced technologies
without the costs and hassle of car ownership. They can also
reduce private car parking to free up space in the streetscape for
other activities including cycling, walking, socialising and play.

CAR CLUB STATISTICS
There are over 900 members of the Enterprise Car Club in
Cambridge. 75% of members are aged between 20 and 49.
British car club vehicles emit over 33% fewer CO2
emissions per kilometre than the average British car.
London car club member households generate less than
half of the carbon dioxide and local air pollutants per year
from car use compared to the average London household
(with at least one full driving licence holder).
28% of London-based car club members reduced the
number of vehicles owned by their household after joining.
They also walked and cycled more frequently than the
average London resident.
Cambridge City Council, Enterprise, Como UK.
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Cleanwheels provides input to the Steering Group
established by the city and county council to manage a contract
awarded to car rental company Enterprise in September
2019. The Enterprise Car Club in Cambridge has more than
30 cars plus vans to meet those occasions when people need
short-term access to a vehicle. All the cars are low emission,
hybrid or electric and many are located close to public transport
hubs so that people can more easily combine transport modes
into sustainable and cost-effective journeys.

This integration can ensure that
people have access to the type of
transport they need at the time
they require it

Someone moving to a new house may want the use of a small
van for a few hours. A family may want to visit a rural historic
site, stately home or museum which is not easily accessible
by public transport. Use of the car club vehicle could be the
final leg of a journey initially made by bus, train or cycle.
Car clubs are increasingly becoming part of a new and more
flexible approach to mobility that will enable people to switch
seamlessly between forms of transport as and when required.
The car club supports Cambridge City Council’s Air Quality
Action Plan which aims to reduce the number of vehicles on
the city’s roads, and help air pollution levels continue to fall,
by encouraging people to use low emission, hybrid and electric
vehicles. Enterprise will continue to work with Cambridge
City Council to make low-emission vehicles available in the
city and has an ambition to eventually convert all its vehicles in
Cambridge to EVs.
Craig Murray, Enterprise and Ian Cray, Cleanwheels

A RECIPE FOR SUCCESS
REMOVING THE BARRIERS TO A HEALTHY TRANSPORT DIET
In the Spring 2019 magazine, I wrote
about ways decision-makers could
help people transform their 'transport
diet' and choose the healthy options
for the majority of their journeys
within urban areas: active travel
choices such as walking and cycling,
followed by less-polluting choices like
public transport. I pointed out that
it needed to be easy to make these
decisions and that new communities
needed high-quality cycle links and
bus services ready and waiting before
residents moved in.
Eighteen months later, I was invited
to talk about my experience of lowcarbon transport at the Cambridge
Zero Climate Change Festival. There
are many factors behind my family's
choice to live without a car – financial,
environmental and social justice
reasons all feature – but, in preparing
the talk, I realised just how much the
neighbourhood I live in makes this

possible. East Chesterton (like the
CB4 communities mentioned in
Margaret's article on page 25) makes
a good '15-minute neighbourhood'
and it is relatively easy to access the
majority of our regular destinations
on foot or by cycle (see chart above).
Bikes are often used for trips to
villages on the edge of the city, and for
further-afield day trips we choose bus,

train or local car club. Long journeys
are generally taken by train (with
walk/bus/taxi connections) or hire car,
if the destination is rural or involves
camping or multiple stops. We're
grateful to be able to choose from a
transport mix like this and it inspires
me to help shape places where more
people feel able to do so.
Anna Williams
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USING NEW LEGISLATION
TO CREATE LIVEABLE VILLAGES
(Image: Andy Preece, Cyclestreets CC BY-SA 3.0)

available under different legislation to
control night-time movements of large
lorries by the use of ANPR cameras.
Penalties of £550 are given to HGVs
over 18 tonnes, but ‘paperless permits’
are also available for specific vehicles
and to specific locations. A TRO could
be used to prohibit ‘Any motor vehicle’ or
‘Any HGV over 7.5 tonnes', for example,
and include ‘EXCEPT permit holders’,
which would mean full access could be
retained for the residents of a village.

HOW WOULD THIS WORK?

New legislation could remove rat-running HGVs from narrow village roads
and help create liveable rural neighbourhoods.
Liveable Neighbourhoods, or ‘low traffic
neighbourhoods’ (see page 28), can often
be created easily in urban areas by blocking
a few ‘rat-runs’ to all but those on foot or
cycle. By creating physical 'modal filters'
and greatly reducing the amount of motor
traffic, noise and pollution are reduced,
young children can travel to school more
safely and elderly and disabled people
may have the confidence to reach local
friends or shops without needing to use a
car, assuming they have one. Although the
new layout may mean that some people
in private cars, delivery vehicles and taxis
have to go (in the typical worst case) less
than a mile extra for some trips, access is
retained to everywhere in the area.
In areas where full permeability still
exists, the ‘growth’ of traffic on minor
roads has risen far faster than that on main
roads or motorways. Rat-running by the
drivers of light vehicles, and even HGVs,
has increased as sat-navs direct drivers to
the 'shortest' or least-congested route for
part of their journeys instead of a higherquality road.
This rat-running is an issue for many
villages and, just as in urban areas,
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filtering minor roads can vastly reduce
the problem. However, sometimes in
rural locations this may mean that the
diversion for drivers is much longer, with
trips to the local shops, pub or recreation
area now a road trip of five miles or more.

IS THERE A WAY OUT?

Traffic Regulation Orders (TROs) to create
access restrictions for environmental
reasons have been available for 40
years, but have been little used because
enforcement has been limited to action
by the police.
Changes which should shortly be
implemented will mean that Automatic
Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)
cameras can be used by Local Authorities
(LAs) to enforce such restrictions. Penalty
Charge Notices (PCNs), similar to those
issued for parking offences, can then be
used to enforce any access restrictions. If
used appropriately, these can be used to
help both reduce short car trips, and stop
‘rat running’ through villages and small
settlements, especially by large vehicles.
It has worked in London, where ‘Civil
Enforcement’ has for many years been

New regulations for ‘Civil Enforcement’
of minor ‘Moving Vehicle Offences’,
similar to those available in London, are
being written and the guidance for use
and enforcement of such controls will
be critical. Now, it would be a daft and
inappropriate use of the powers if the first
time a vehicle breaks the restriction a fine
were issued. (Perhaps it's a lost person – or
a poor sat-nav?) If a vehicle goes through
more than once, a warning letter could be
the next step. Only when the restriction
has been in place for a while and yet the
same vehicles are regularly breaking the
law should fines be issued after warnings.
Remember, most inappropriate traffic on
such routes will be regular, say several
times a week, and removing such traffic
will make roads much quieter.
What about the permits – who should
get them? Perhaps all those living in that
village where the control exists? Vehicles
delivering to local shops could benefit,
although those permits might be timerestricted so that they can only be used
outside school hours. In my local village
shopping street, where a diversion would
only be 800m, I observed that over 50%
of traffic was just passing through.
What about the other, uncontrolled
streets in the village? Many will be
quieter as drivers previously used them
to approach the now restricted road.
Other drivers may now find the village
is quiet enough to make cycling and
walking a pleasant choice, so could

MEMBERS' THOUGHTS

Transport Planning
leave the car at home. Seemingly
paradoxically, many research projects
over 50 years have revealed ‘traffic
evaporation’: even the ‘diversion’
routes often end up with less traffic.
This is the opposite effect to ‘induced
traffic’ where a new road, supposedly
built to relieve congestion, generates
new or longer trips, so that even the
old one is soon busy again!

UNLOCKING BENEFITS

PCN money doesn't go to the
government coffers – it can be used
to support the system, with any
excess income required by law to be
used for transport-related activities.
This could be used to support local
bus services or maintain and improve
foot and cycle routes. The new laws
will also allow civil enforcement
of Mandatory Cycle Lanes, School
Streets and yellow box junctions.
However, in Cambridgeshire there
is currently a huge hole for Local
Authority enforcement! Although it
is now expected that Part 6 of the
Traffic Management Act (2004) will
be ‘enabled’ later this year, opening up
the chance to create liveable villages
through these new regulations, not all
district councils in England are covered.
The new enforcement of minor moving
vehicle offences by LAs requires the
LA to propose a scheme, and for it to
be approved both by the local council
and the Department for Transport.
In Oxfordshire, only Oxford was
covered, but now the county council
has approved, and is asking DfT for
permission to implement, a scheme to
cover the rest of the county. That will
then mean that out of over 300 LAs in
England only six will remain without
the necessary powers, including South
Cambridgeshire, East Cambridgeshire,
Huntingdonshire and Fenland! What
are we doing wrong here and how and
when will it be corrected?
Jim Chisholm

The poet
known as
'Doggerel
Dave'
considers
the current
state of
transport in
Greater
Cambridge
and what
lessons we
might learn
from the last
12 months

Here in the flat lands of Silicon Fen
We’re having to think about travel - again.
Not to say where we’re going – i.e. near or far,
But whether by busway, bike, train or car.
Or perhaps as desired by Mayor James Palmer
By underground metro (whose cost will alarm ya!)
In their brave new jargon the experts dub
Bus station ‘n car park a ‘Transport Hub’.
And on Mill Road bridge the Council has built a
Road block for cars - that’s a ‘Modal Filter’.
Nice to meet ‘Camcycle’– nice if you said ‘allo
But not on the river, they’re not a pedalo!
Greenways aren’t green, but rainbow in hue
Red tarmac, vest yellow, and signage in blue.
A horse plus a rider comprise an equestrian
While moving bipedaly’s truly pedestrian.
There’s a battery of ciphers, e.g. GCP,
PPF, C2C - and PP3
You saw one of those is genuinely bogus?
One’s really a battery – just checking your focus!
Though not enough power for electrical scooters
Gliding along with no bells or hooters.
And so many walkers have plugs in their ears,
White-line segregation may not calm any fears.
As motorised scooters are governed for speed
Then what about cars, that so often exceed?
Which is the most danger to one in the way?
A scooter? An ‘SUV’?– the reader can say!
Black two-ton ‘tanks’, not light’ning the highway
Four-wheel drive for what? To churn up a byway?
Which brings us to the crux of the problem that we face
Addiction to the motor car, to get from place to place.
To overcome the limits, imposed by time and space?
A love affair with metal box? A secret wish to race?
Yet – when we saw the streets were clear
In this peculiar Covid year.
Did not this strangest of strange season
Give ‘Top Gear’ fans a pause for reason?
A chance to see just how it feels
Fitness and freedom on two wheels!
‘Outside the box’, and thinking so too,
Just what it is that we need to do?
CHANGE, or the climate will soon do it for us
‘Too little, too late’ would then be the chorus.
To just ‘carry on’ is NOT going to be fine.
And that really is the hard bottom line.
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Cycling's green reputation – time to step
In this piece written for the Bicycle Association, Alec Seaman – sustainability consultant and Camcycle trustee – examines
how the cycle industry could take lessons from major players in the outdoor industry when it comes to meeting growing
expectations of environmental responsibility. We also take a look at some other news in this field.

Cycling has long enjoyed a reputation as
a 'green' activity, and the cycling industry
has, to some extent, been protected from
some of the scrutiny experienced by other
sectors by this broad green reputation.
However, growing consumer awareness
means tough questions are starting to be
asked, and there is an expectation that
the cycling industry should be ready to
provide convincing answers.

Technology provides
In the past, the cycling industry has dealt
with consumer questions and problems
through technological developments.
The industry has ceaselessly engineered
solutions to real-world challenges. You
name a problem, and the industry has
presented the technology to solve it,
usually in a brand-specific manner. If
the consumer wanted to go faster, the
industry made it lighter and stiffer. If the
consumer wanted to travel over rougher
ground, the industry engineered better
suspension. If was too hard to ride the
distance, the industry responded with
better gears, and electric motors to assist
the rider.
Some might even say that the industry
is now so good at finding technological
answers to problems that it's now
providing solutions before the consumer
even knows they have a problem.
But when it comes to sustainability,
can the cycle industry realistically expect
to provide a technological answer?
Sadly, if it were that easy, sustainability
probably wouldn't be a problem. In this
instance, a new bottom bracket standard
isn't the answer.
It's not just the ethically conscious
consumer asking the questions. The
industry needs to find answers to the
increasing scarcity of resources and more
stringent regulation. These are questions
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Patagonia: an outdoor company pairing 100% recycled materials with Fair Trade credentials.
the cycling industry can no longer afford
to avoid, and it’s time for us to look for
good answers.

Avoiding reinventing
the wheel
Fortunately, in this race to sustainability,
we might be able to ally ourselves with,
or even take a tip from, teams who have
already been making marginal gains.
At first glance, the outdoor industry is
just like the cycling industry, only without
the cool bikes. Many of the biggest and
best-known brands in both industries
were founded by enthusiasts, who created
great products that attracted a loyal fan
base. In time, some of those loyal fans
became passionate employees, resulting in
companies that not only have a deep sense
of purpose but a shared set of values.

Unfortunately, the similarities seem
to stop at sustainability. A simple
investigation of the websites of the ten
largest cycle and outdoor companies
shows a stark difference in attitude and
approach.
Cycling websites tend to talk in
terms of performance and technological
development, so if your question is 'can
I go further, faster?' you can expect a
comprehensive answer. If you follow
that question with 'can I do that without
a trail of single-use plastic and the
smallest possible carbon footprint?' you
might be somewhat underwhelmed by
the response.
By contrast, look for a new rainjacket
on the Patagonia website. You'll not
only be convinced of the garment's
performance credentials, but you'll
also be assured that it was made using

up?

recycled material, and is Fair Trade certified too.
Just like the cycle industry, Patagonia is answering a
question the consumer might not be asking, but it’s a very
different question.

With ethically-conscious consumers,
increasing scarcity of resources and
more stringent regulations, questions
of sustainability are ones the cycling
industry can no longer afford to avoid
Reassuringly expensive?
Of course, a critic might say that it's easy for Patagonia. It's
a premium brand and has positioned itself at a market entry
point where the consumer is willing to pay for sustainability.
That argument stumbles when one considers that, just as in
the cycle industry, margins in outdoor products are tight and
the market is competitive.
Furthermore, this ethical approach is visible across a
spectrum of brands, from start-ups to companies offering more
competitively priced products.
To find out how the outdoor industry is tackling sustainability
we spoke to Wendy Savage, Director of Social Responsibility,
Traceability & Animal Welfare at Patagonia; David Hanney, CEO
at Alpkit; and Christian Smith, co-founder of Outdoor Provisions.
Despite these companies’ differing sizes, ages, product
offerings and market segments, there are some recurring themes.

Sustainability is everyone's responsibility
Sustainability is here for the long term. It's more than a special
project team pulled together to deal with a discrete challenge and
eventually, it's going to reach into every corner of your business.
You might be able to hire in some expertise, you may even
partner with a university and fund some PhD students to
conduct Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) of your products, the belt
and braces academic approach, but that's a resource-heavy
way to do things in the first instance.
More importantly, it smacks of the cycle industry grasping
for a technological solution – 'we have a team developing a

Continental wins
sustainability award for
dandelion rubber tyre
Bikebiz's Rebecca Morley reported in December that
Continental’s Urban Taraxagum bicycle tyre, made from
dandelion rubber, had won the German Sustainability
Award 2021 in the category ‘Responsible Design’.
Continental is a regular advertiser in Camcycle magazine
and sponsored the 2018 Reach Ride.
Dr Carla Recker, who heads Continental's
development project for obtaining natural rubber from
dandelions, said: 'We are very pleased to receive this
award. The fact that we came out on top among 54
finalists shows that our tyre is a unique product that
contributes to the development of a new, alternative
and sustainable supply of raw materials.'
The tyres are part of the sustainable and responsible
management which Continental say is an 'integral' part
of their corporate strategy and development. They aim
to ensure that natural rubber is no longer imported
exclusively from the tropics in future, but instead
extracted as close as possible to the tyre plants to
minimise transport distances in the supply chain.
The Urban Taraxagum tyre has now been in
production for two years at Continental’s tyre plant in
Korbach, Germany. In the Taraxagum research laboratory
in Anklam, Germany, employees from agricultural
sciences, chemistry, production and process engineering
are tasked with the cultivation of the plants as well as
the development, construction and operation of
machines for experimentation with the processing of
the Russian dandelion.

Find out more at conti-tyres.co.uk/road-and-track/
clinchers/urban-taraxagum
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gizmo that ensures every bike we make
is sustainable'.
Wendy, David and Christian all said
that engaging with and empowering
employees was a powerful tool - this
is expertise you already have in-house,
people who know the business and who
see problems daily. More importantly,
they're probably conscientious recyclers
and energy savers at home, so why not
let them bring that attitude to work?
Yes, an LCA will give you excellent
detail, but you can get a lot from just
speaking with your team.

Engaging with and
empowering employees
is a powerful tool – this is
expertise you already have
in-house, people who know
the business and who see
problems daily
The people working in the warehouse
will know how much plastic packaging
comes in each day. The assembly team
will know they have to wear gloves with
the grease they use because it's not a nice
substance and could probably identify
something they'd be more comfortable
using. Even the cleaners might tell you
that they empty bins full of disposable
coffee mugs every day.
Without the cost of an LCA, you've got
a starting point to reduce plastic, you've
been recommended a gentle grease, and
you can introduce a 'no disposable mug'
policy too - the latter being something
to get everyone into the spirit of finding
further improvements.

Small steps, easy wins
and big values
Wendy says that approaching the
problems like this means 'every step
you make today, no matter how small,
makes the next step you take that little
bit easier'.
Christian calls it shifting the needle,
no one action is revolutionary, but
everything helps push the needle closer
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Alpkit commits a lot of space on its website to inform customers about sustainability projects.
to green. It's a tried and tested technique.
David points out that from Alpkit's very
beginning they were doing lots of small
things, not because they had an expert
saying that was what was needed, but
because everyone felt able to flag wasteful
practices and suggest alternatives.
You might not solve the challenge of
how to recycle carbon fibre today, you
may not even achieve that tomorrow,
but you could switch to a green energy
provider right now and feel confident
that's a worthwhile thing to do.
With your team empowered and
enthused, you might find you pick all
the low-hanging fruit quite quickly, you
might be ready to start taking bigger
steps, but what do you prioritise? How
do you make sure the next thing you
do isn't at odds with what you've just
worked to achieve?
Chances are you already have some
company values or principles - something
along the lines of 'to create the best....'.
Patagonia certainly does. So do Alpkit
and Outdoor Provisions. At their very
core, they're all still businesses and
making the best product possible is at
the heart of what they do.
However, they've all qualified that with
phrases like 'cause no unnecessary harm,
be a responsible brand, and provision with
a conscience'. They have even developed
sets of principles – things they won't do
in the pursuit of the best possible product
– and they tell their consumers where

they have drawn that line.

Our best-ever bike shouldn't
cost the earth
What would you do if you discovered
that one or more of your product colour
options was particularly harmful?
Patagonia found themselves in this exact
position. You might remember a period
with some pretty funky purples which
happened because Patagonia refused to
use the dyes they had identified as being
harmful until they could find acceptable
alternatives.
From a technical perspective, they
were still committed to making the best
product while also being guided by the
principle of causing no harm.

We're still not perfect
Despite literally decades working
on getting this far, none of the three
outdoor companies will say its perfect, or
even close.
Patagonia is even reluctant to use the
word 'sustainable', arguing that to do
so would imply they give back more to
nature than they take, or that they help
nature more than they harm it, which
they don't – although that is one of their
ultimate goals.
Even at this stage, people still call
Patagonia out when they feel something
could or should be done better. Wendy

describes this as living an examined life
and says: 'We're the first to say we're not
perfect, we acknowledge what you say,
and we'll try and find a way to fix it.'
It's fair to say that Patagonia maybe
has enough 'green kudos' to take the
odd blow, but what if you're starting out?
Making any statement invites scrutiny
and what if you get it wrong?

Going public
and working together
David says the team at Alpkit had been
making all sorts of decisions based at
least in part on ethical and sustainability
considerations since 2004. These
were issues everyone in the group was
passionate about, but they weren't
telling their customers what they were
doing, or that they had any vision for a
better future. They decided to go public
in 2014 with a much clearer sustainability
policy because, in the absence of positive
information, their customers were making
almost worst-case assumptions about
Alpkit's products – assumptions that
didn't reflect the reality or Alpkit's values.
At that stage, not saying something
would have been worse than saying
something that a few people might have
found fault with.
Leading this examined life and being
open to the tough questions is more than
just a way of refining your actions. It’s a
way of working with your stakeholders.
There isn't a single company out there
that's capable of doing this alone. If the
cycle industry is going to tackle these
issues, it's going to need to galvanise
the entire peloton and work with teams
that would, in other situations, be fierce
competitors.

Solving consumer problems
While non-competitive collaboration is
a powerful – if not essential – tool, used
alone it may be construed as an attempt
by industry to greenwash the problem for
their consumers.
Helping the consumer is a significant
part of the approach employed by
Patagonia, Alpkit and Outdoor Provisions.
It's more than just making a product
that's more ethical; it's about helping the
people who use your brands gain a better

Local business Ratio aspires to the
highest levels of sustainability
In 2018 Cambridge engineers and cyclists Tom Simpson and Felix Barker founded
Ratio Technology, a start-up designing cycle drivetrains with the support of Trinity
Hall Fellow and British Cycling Head of Technical Development, Professor Tony
Purnell. Like many small businesses they are working out ‘what kind of company
they want to be’ and sustainability is the top of their list. While there are some
straightforward decisions, there are many challenges too. We asked Camcycle intern
Beth Barker, who also works with the team as their Marketing and Communication
Officer, to interview them and find out more.
'Cycling often attracts people who aren’t just interested in the exercise
or experience of riding a bike but also the tech that goes into the bicycle
itself', said Felix. 'That’s fantastic but it does sometimes lead to perfectly
functioning components being ditched when the next incremental improvement
becomes available.'
'We like designing components that we personally want to use. Often that
means updating or upgrading parts we already have, instead of replacing them
with new ones', explained Tom. Ratio's first product was an upgrade kit that
allows road and gravel bikes with SRAM gears to use a 500% range, 12-speed
cassette rather than the more limited 11-speed versions. A nice feature is
that the shifters and cranks on the bike don’t need to be changed. You do
need a new cassette and chain, and often a longer cage derailleur too. 'But the
chain and cassette regularly wear out anyway so if you use our kit when you
were planning to swap out these parts, then you get the nice bonus of a more
capable bike without buying a whole new groupset.'
Sustainability is something Ratio is trying to reflect in the packaging it uses
which is either recyclable, re-used or biodegradable. The company also tries
to minimise its use of hard-to-recycle mixed-material components. However,
Felix was keen to emphasise that 'we know there is still a good deal of carbon
embedded in the research, development, manufacture and shipping of our
products. We’re not satisfied with the current situation so we are reviewing
our processes and creating a company environmental strategy in which we will
identify the areas we need to improve and set ourselves sustainability goals.'
The founders’ aspirations to build a sustainable business are part of a wider
trend in the industry. It is exciting to see things moving in the right direction, but
like all sectors, the cycling industry must radically scale-up its decarbonisation
if we are to meet our commitment to net-zero carbon emissions by 2050.

Find out more at ratiotechnology.com. If you are part of a cycle-based
organisation which is prioritising sustainability, we'd love to hear from you. Tell us
more about your experiences by emailing contact@camcycle.org.uk
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understanding of their impacts and what
they can do to help.
Wendy says that the time to
educate consumers is now and making
information available is something
they take seriously. Visit the Patagonia
website to see what she means. Powerful
stories will immediately engage you, as
will tales of activism and calls to action
from the Patagonia community. Push a
bit harder, and you'll find their store!
Likewise, Alpkit commits space for
their Continuum Project, explaining
their adoption of the Responsible
Down Standard, introducing their first
Sustainability Report, along with other
stories of what they're doing beyond just
making great products.
Even Outdoor Provisions, just over
a year old, has space dedicated to
explaining why they joined 1% for the
Planet and how they are supporting the
RSPB's work to protect birds of prey.
All of this information helps answer
the 'sustainability question', even if the
consumer didn't arrive at their website
asking it. But now they know the
answer, they're likely to ask the question
elsewhere.

A long journey
If you've got this far, well done. This is
clearly a long journey to make, especially
if you're going to be taking only small
steps, but spare a thought for those who
have travelled this way before you.
Back in 1973, when Patagonia started
taking its first small steps, there was
no road map, they headed into entirely
unknown territory. When Alpkit set out,
the edges on the map were still only
roughly defined. It's only now, as Outdoor
Provisions start their adventure, that the
path is beginning to look well-trodden.
As we in the cycle industry prepare
for our own sustainability journey – and
we must – we can examine, and perhaps
join, some of the structures already put
in place by those who have gone before.
There are numerous cross-industry
social and environmental initiatives
which would welcome cycle company
participation - things like signing up to 1%
for the Planet, becoming a Living Wage
Employer, or joining the Conservation
Alliance or other similar schemes.
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Screengrab from Patagonia's website encouraging consumers to get involved in local activism.
Possibly the gold standard, though, is
becoming B-Corp certified.

B-Corp: built for business
Patagonia is a B-Corp, so is Alpkit, and
Outdoor Provisions is already working
toward becoming one. So what is B-Corp,
and how does it help?
Certified B Corporations are a new kind of
business that balances purpose and profit.
They are required to consider the impact of
their decisions on their workers, customers,
suppliers, community, and the environment.
This is a community of leaders, driving a
global movement of people using business
as a force for good.
https://bcorporation.net
B-Corps are certified by B-Lab UK, a UKregistered charity (Charity No 1164694).
Working as a B-Corp allows you to focus
on being better, rather than trying to
understand what better might be. It takes
the guesswork out, because they have
defined what ethical means, and just
like the Sustainable Apparel Coalition,
everyone is working to the same standards.
That makes it easier for you, and it makes
it easier for the consumer too.
B-Corp provides a free selfassessment tool (about 300 questions)
designed to highlight what you're already
doing well and where you need to focus
on improving. Their toolset is free, but
if you wish to be certified, you have to
become a member.
You may decide that B-Corp isn’t right
for your company, or you can’t commit
fully to it at this stage. It may be more
appropriate to work with a specialist

group that aligns more closely with what
you do – that could be organisations like
Plastic Oceans, Sustrans or The Wildlife
Trusts. If you opt for this route, you’re
unlikely to be certified, but it is another
way to make a difference. With some
careful thought, you can partner with an
organisation that is meaningful for you
and your customers.

Other than performance,
what does the cycling
industry stand for?
As adventure riding, gravel riding and bike
packing continue to grow in popularity,
the line between outdoors and cycling
brands is likely to blur. Patagonia now
has an MTB clothing range so that
blurring has already started.
Consumers, used to convincing
answers from outdoor companies, are
inevitably going to start looking at cycling
and asking tough questions. As we look
for answers, we could do worse than
follow the outdoor industry's example.
If you would like some further
reading then I would recommend The
Responsible Company by Yvon Chouinard
and Vincent Stanley, the founders of
Patagonia. Not only is the book an
excellent and accessible read, it also
contains a checklist to help you start your
own journey toward more sustainable
ways of working.

This article is a slightly edited version
of the original which appeared on the
Bicycle Association's website. Read it at
www.bicycleassociation.org.uk/news-press/
cyclings-green-reputation-time-to-step-up

CYCLE RECYCLING

Managing e-bike waste
Bike sales are increasing across Europe
and by 2030 it is estimated that half of
all bikes sold will be e-bikes. That would
be 15 million batteries a year. It isn’t long
since we saw pictures of mountains of
dockless hire bikes going for scrap in
China. E-bikes are complex waste with
real potential to pollute. They really
shouldn’t end up in the Cam!

Disposing of components
Seventy years ago Raleigh's flagship
all-steel bicycle would have been
welcomed on the scrap-man’s cart at its
demise. Today’s e-bikes break down into
three waste disposal areas; the frame and
fittings (the traditional bike), the battery
and the motor and control equipment.
For unpowered bikes it’s relatively
easy. It you’re buying a new bike, then
most bike shops will take back your old
one as part of the deal. They may restore
it for resale or strip it for parts and/
or disposal. And, just as most clothing
is given to charity shops when we’ve
finished with it, bikes can be given to
people who will reuse or recycle them.
Owl Bikes in Cambridge (01223 839580,
owlbikes@papworthtrust.org.uk) refurbish
all sorts of bikes – including tandems,
recumbents and cargo bikes – to sell
on. They even have some resources for
dealing with e-bikes and battery recycling.
There is a regulatory framework
covering e-bikes buried in environmental
and waste management regulation but
my impression is that it hasn’t been well
publicised and may well be subject to
change. EU regulations copied over into
UK law depict a system where anyone
selling electrical equipment is obliged
to take back items of the type that
they sell (so bike shops aren’t obliged
to recycle toasters) and keep records
to show that they have disposed of
them in a responsible manner. This is
quite a burden for a small cycle retailer.
It means that for 28 days after the sale
of an e-bike they are obliged to take
back an old e-bike and battery; they
then have to organise records of what
they have accepted and either be a

member of a government scheme or
have their own disposal system in place.
The latter may typically involve a £220
charge for 30 litres of battery bin, plus
carriage charges. They are not allowed
to charge for it unless they provide a
pick-up service. (Bike shops would also
be charged if they took it to the county
council recycling centre because it would
be classed as commercial waste.) Some
manufacturers are beginning to get to
grips with this: Babboe have recently
introduced a ‘disposal fee’ to their new
bike charges but it isn’t yet quite clear
what this covers or whether it is within
UK regulations!

Until guidance is clearer,
it is all the more important
that as cycle owners we take
responsibility for the endof-life disposal of our bikes,
batteries and chargers
Options for e-waste
Batteries are clearly the most significant
element of the problem as the component
with, potentially, the more limited
lifespan and definitely the most noxious
ingredients. A bike battery is essentially
a collection of small rechargeable cells
all wired together in an armoured case.
Some people (and this is definitely not
something to try at home!) have the skills
and equipment to open these and replace
ailing cells which can restore a battery
to life. But eventually the end of life will
come and either a visit to a bike shop or
local electrical waste skip is in order.
As far as I can see, the disposal
regulations just cover batteries and not
the e-waste (motor and control circuits)
attached to the frame. This is a significant
issue. There is a fairly comprehensive
system in place for vehicles but cycles
fall below the size threshold and are not
covered. Cambridge City Council would

collect an e-bike as part of their chargedfor bulky waste collection service and
pass it to the Cambridgeshire County
Council Recycling Centres. They would
remove the battery and all the rest would
go into the general metals recycling skip.
This includes a good deal of copper in
the motor and the wiring plus whatever
is in handlebar display units.
Guidance and provision in many areas of
life are currently somewhat becalmed for
a number of reasons and e-bike disposal
is one of them. In this situation it is all
the more important that as cycle owners
we take responsibility for the end-of-life
disposal of our bikes, batteries and chargers
to complete the circle of environmental
excellence that cycling offers. It would also
be helpful if local councils were to make it
easier to find facilities for disposing of this
type of e-waste, particularly the batteries
which are too big for the supermarket
recycling bins.
But there are also exciting changes on
the horizon. At the high end of the market
some manufacturers are investigating a
different model of cycle ownership. Just
as more people are moving away from
car ownership to leasing or rental, it is
being recognised that the increasingly
complex make-up of the modern bicycle
is beyond the resources of many bike
shops to maintain, and leasing on a
maintenance contract may offer a way
forward, with manufacturers thus being
directly responsible for end-of-life
disposal – new moves for old bikes! We’ll
bring you more on this in a future issue.
Alan Ackroyd
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CAMCYCLE AGM

AGM2021

Over 70 people joined us for our first
online AGM in which we welcomed guest
speaker Melissa Bruntlett, reviewed
an unusual year and prepared for more
months of uncertainty.
After a period of cat-worship and
comparing notes on the falling snow,
the AGM began with brief introductions
from the trustees, candidates to be
trustees and staff, and the approval of
the minutes of the 2020 AGM.
Anna reviewed the highlights of
2020, including the Spaces to Breathe
and School Streets projects, the arrival
of a Dutch roundabout and the AbbeyChesterton bridge, the Adams Road
and Cambridge station development
campaigns, and the employment of
Rosie Humphrey and our returning 2019
interns (mainly working on the policy
project). Volunteers delivered more than
5,600 scrubs and masks with the stall
bike and a record 20,000 local leaflets.
In the chair's report, Robin reported on
a challenging year, when a successful AGM
was swiftly followed by lockdown and an
enforced reorganisation for working from
home. The government produced good
advice on distancing and active travel,
encouraging the use of Experimental
Traffic Regulation Orders. New modal
filters were good, but the council's idea
of using an ETRO to open the Elizabeth
Way bridge bus lane to electric cars is
just locking in car use. Local groups in
Huntingdonshire, St Ives and Milton have
appeared and asked us for help, and we
also worked with the Ely group to improve
an awful roundabout plan.
In his final treasurer's report, Chris
Howell reported on our move to accruals
accounting, which is more appropriate
for a larger charity and brings greater
transparency. It's been a successful year,
despite the pandemic, which led to the loss
of events (this meant lower costs but also
the loss of relevant grants). Donations are
becoming more important; in addition to
individuals, we're seeing more donations
from companies such as Arm, that should
be transformative. Overall, we finished the
year with a surplus. There were no queries,
and the accounts were approved.
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SPACES TO BREATHE
Reports from an unusual year
and inspiration for the future

Robin gave some background to
the motion on incorporation of the
charity, saying that we are currently an
unincorporated association, whereas
a CIO is the equivalent of a PLC, with
trustees protected from personal liability.

We need to move the
conversation on beyond
cycle infrastructure to
human issues and underrepresented groups
Roxanne looked ahead to 2021,
saying that it would doubtless be another
interesting year, with meetings online,
the Reach Ride cancelled and the Festival
of Cycling unlikely to go ahead. She and
Jim Chisholm had a useful meeting with
council officers about the Chisholm Trail –
rain and wind were slowing progress, but
Newmarket Road would close for a week
at the end of March for the installation
of the underpass. Spaces to Breathe
and School Streets will continue to be
important, along with the role of cargo
bikes in the economic recovery. We can
be more forceful on climate change, as
people are becoming more receptive to
that message. The government is saying
the right things in its 2020 Gear Change
document, but now has to deliver, for
instance with Active Travel England. Other
projects will be the continuing website

upgrade, consideration of employing a
Technical Lead (as our reserves are higher
than needed), possible incorporation
and other structural changes, and online
workshops to help volunteers.
Our guest speaker, Melissa Bruntlett,
spoke about moving from Vancouver to
Delft, where she and her husband both
work to spread Dutch cycling wisdom
internationally and write books. Curbing
Traffic: The Human Case for Fewer Cars in
our Lives (coming in June) is the followup to Building the Cycling City: The Dutch
Blueprint for Urban Vitality. Vancouver has
introduced a lot more segregated cycle
infrastructure over the last decade, but
it's nothing compared to Delft, where
traffic really has been calmed. Her
account of clean air, independent children
and easy access to green spaces came
as no surprise to those of us who have
visited the Netherlands; however she
thinks we need to move the conversation
on beyond infrastructure to human
issues, particularly concerning underrepresented groups such as disabled
people, women, children, people from
different ethnic backgrounds and older
people (who are being liberated by e-bikes).
A Feminist City approach, recognising the
importance of multi-stop trips rather than
the typical male commute, is valuable
in opening up cycling for other groups.
Tim Burford

WATCH THE AGM
at camcycle.org.uk/videos

CAMCYCLE AWARDS

CAMCYCLE AWARDS 2021
Tricia Sutton image from freemasonrytoday.com

Partner of the year: Tricia Sutton, Connection through Crafting
For working with Camcycle to get fabric for scrubs and masks
delivered to home sewers and finished items to healthcare settings.
Public Officers of the year: Vanessa Kelly and Grant Weller
For the UK's first Dutch roundabout at Fendon Road.
Magazine photo of the year: Bill Blake
For his stunning kite image of the Abbey-Chesterton bridge.
Magazine article of the year: Rosamund Humphrey and Steve Streets
For 'Marathon Training By Hand' in the Spring 2020 which raised
the profile of handcycling and led to a newspaper front cover.
Campaign of the year: Dan Strauss
For the successful 'Save Your Cycle Route' campaign
against plans to route a busway along Adams Road.
Newcomers of the year: Gabriel Bienzobas and Edward Taylor
For founding Milton Cycling Campaign and successfully
gaining a £15,000 grant for new cycle parking in the village.
Campaigner of the year: Sarah Swire
For creating the successful School Street
at St Philips Primary School in Cambridge.
Regional campaigner of the year: John Morris
For all-round campaigning excellence as the leader
of Hunts Walking & Cycling group.
Volunteer of the year: Ken Warner
For copyediting, micromobility research, Chisholm Trail photos
and updates, cycling news and general enthusiasm.
Lifetime Achievement Award: Tim Burford
For 35,000 photos on Cyclestreets, more than 20 years'
dedication to our newsletter and magazine, thousands of writing
and proofreading contributions, AGM-minute taking and more!

All those who stood for election in 2021 were elected.
We welcome Peter Gotham as our new Treasurer and
Christopher Loughlan as a new trustee. We thank
Willa McDonald and Chris Howell for their work
as Secretary and Treasurer over the past few years.
The motion to investigate incorporation of the charity
was accepted (read more on page 23).

THANK YOU!
I was delighted to be given
a Lifetime Achievement
Award – and surprised,
given that I don't do much
face-to-face campaigning
(even pre-pandemic). I
travel half the year, usually,
so I can take a lot of photos
of infrastructure across the world but can't
commit even to doing a magazine delivery round
in Cambridge, let alone taking on council officers
and so on. But the development of online tools
such as Cyclestreets and Ensembling has meant
that I can post (and edit) photos and copy-edit
articles and blog posts wherever I am.
It's gratifying that another behind-the-scenes
campaigner, Ken Warner, was given the Volunteer
of the Year award. I hope this might encourage
others who might find it hard to get out and lead
a campaign to look at what they can contribute
remotely. In particular, in terms of editing the
magazine, there's strength in numbers and also
in diversity – there's no rigid gospel of grammar
and a lot of what we do is more suggestion than
command. We try to preserve the author's voice
while editing for concision and comprehensibility.
Do get in touch if you think you could add your
input from time to time!
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FROM THE ARCHIVE

Thanks to officers for delivering safe
journeys to new Histon primary school
Safer routes to school
An abridged version of the article from Newsletter 139 (August – September 2018)
If it’s true that habits learned early last a lifetime and that changing travel habits requires an upheaval such as a new home,
new job or new school, then we must surely campaign for schools to have excellent cycle access, to welcome would-be
riders and set good habits.

Histon and Impington
To manage increasing demand, Cambridgeshire County Council and Cambridge Primary Education Trust are currently
expanding Histon and Impington Junior School to become an all-through primary school. In addition, they are developing
proposals for a second primary school within the villages. The proposal is for 420 primary places, with an additional 52 early
years places, located north of the villages adjacent to the B1049 on land belonging to Buxhall Farm.
We are responding to make sure that the school’s access for parking and drop-offs/pick-ups does not compromise the
well-used Cottenham shared-use path. Our recommendation is for gentle curves leading to a set-back crossing for best
sightlines between drivers and cyclists, with a continuous raised surface for the path to show its clear priority over the
school access. This is consistent with crossings seen elsewhere on the path.
The developers recognise that a majority of pupils will need to arrive on foot or by cycle for the school to be successful.
To this end we are also pushing for a number of infrastructure improvements to be delivered alongside the school: formal
crossings of Glebe Way, improved road markings, and measures to reduce speeds.
Tom McKeown

2021 update
The new Histon and Impington Park Primary
School opened in January, two terms earlier
than initially expected, to provide pupils
more space for Covid distancing. Camcycle
is pleased to see a number of our road
safety concerns have been addressed and
delivered in time for the opening.
Interruption to the Cottenham-Histon
cycle path (along the B1049) is minimised
with a priority crossing over the school’s car
parking and drop-off access (bottom left).
New pavements connecting to a pedestrian
crossing (top) are wider than originally
planned; they are now wide enough to
allow shared-use cycling by young children.
Finally, the once gaping junction with
Cottenham Road (bottom right) has been
dramatically narrowed, which will help to
lower turning speeds at this junction. This
was critical since a new informal pedestrian
crossing has also been added here. Thank
you to the council officers who delivered
these changes.
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Teasels is a garden design practice, based in Cambridge, with a passion for creating gardens and landscapes that combine strong
horticultural and ecological practices with functional design. Commissions range from large gardens and parkland to smaller domestic
gardens. Most projects are located in Cambridgeshire and East Anglia, though commissions would be considered further aﬁeld.
Follow us on:

119 Bramley Way, Hardwick, Cambridge CB23 7XE
01223 641 019 | dan@teasels-design.co.uk | www.teasels-design.co.uk

#VoteBikeCambs

for more, better and
safer cycling on 6 May
Find out what your candidates' views are on cycling issues and what
they would do to increase active travel at camcycle.org.uk/elections

